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Water System Applies For
Federal Grant of $192,350
C.
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By Gene McCutcheon
Ledger &Times News Editor
The Murray Water & Sewer
System may qualify for a.
$192,350 reimbursement under a
recent resolution in Congress
which changed the regulations
for qualifying for the funds.
The applications for the
reimbursement were approved
Last night at a special session of
the Murray Common Council.
The applications had been
signed by Mayor Pro Tern John
E. Scott, in place of Mayor

Holmes Ellis, who was out of
town at the time.
The projects for which the
system is applying for reimbursement are the waste
treatment plant facilities and
the Industrial Road, Bee Creek
interceptor sewer and the Bee
Creek pumping station and
force main.
The total eligible costs of the
waste treatment plant facilities
project is $647,219 and the
system has already received
federal assistance amounting to

$311,160 on that project. The of the water & sewer system,
additional federal assistance pointed out that the EPA might
requested from the En- not approve the full amount of
vironmental Protection Agency the requests. It was indicated
amounts to $122,440.
that the city could expect some
The federal assistance reimbursement, however.
received to date on the InThe prospect of additional
dustrial Road, Bee Creek in- funds arose Tuesday when Tom
terceptor sewer and the Harris, commissioner of the
pumping station and force main State Environmental Protection
is $187,379 out of a total project Agency, announced that 142
cost of $314,597. The application Kentucky communities might
for additional funds requests qualify for a total of $19 million
$62,910.
in federal funds under the new
Before
the
John Trotter, superintendent guidelines.
regulations were revised, only
two communities had qualified
for reimbursement.
Thirty officials and employees of the state agency
fanned out over the state to
meet with officials in the
various municipalities which
gress from time to time—vir- might qualify far the additional
tually every person in public funds.
life—is asked to endorse the
Although Congress liberalized
candidacy of somebody for a the reimbursement provisions,
job.
It did not change the federal
And in this case I did not in- deadline, which is today.
itiate the job candidacy of Mr.
The state agency planned to
Liddy. I was asked by the local collect official signatures from
public officials, the local party communities on as many apofficial in Duchess County, plications as possible and take
N.Y., to make a phone call on the documents by air to the U. S.
behalf of Mr. Liddy, which I Environmental
Protection
did in April 1969.
Agency at Atlanta Thursday.
The initial recommendation
The City of Lexington is the
for the job was made through biggest potential recipient, with
his own congressman and some $3.2 million due, all apthrough the party officials.
plied for previously.
Q. The Senate Rules ComThree applications by the
mittee has asked not only for Louisville metropolitan sewer
your income tax returns but for and water districts total about
an audit of them. Is that all 92.3 million, also sought
right with you?
previously and hence not
A. Yes,
hinging on the current deadline.
Q. The Senate committee also
The purpose Murray City
has asked your permission to Council's special meeting last
obtain all the medical records, night was to validate the
physical and even mental if signature of Mayor Pro Tern
there are such records. Does Scott with a resolution saying
that bother you?
his signature had the same
A. Not at all. I have told the force on the applications as if it
attending physician at the Capi- were signed by Mayor Ellis and
tol to make any and all records the remainder of the council.
available and to the best of my
Trotter said that the EPA will
recollection I will give them the review the applicants and grant
names of all doctors who have reimbursements were
treated me in any way, what- Warranted.
soever,

Ford Says FBI Probe Has Not
Revealed Embarrassing Incidents
FIRST LINE BEGINS PRODUCTION—Limited production has begun at the new Fisher-Price Toy Plant in Murray. Gary
Wallace, middle fabrication supervisor, watches as Linda Housden, left, and Brenda Jackson, right, operate one of the machines at
the plant. Roy Kain, plant manager, said that about 20 production employees would begin work by next week. He said that start up
at the plant will be slow and that new hiring will tre at a deliberate pace.
(Staff Photo By David Hill)

Robert Baar To Many UFO Sightings
Be Clinician At Reported In Kentucky
Paducah Meet
Robert Bear, associate
professor in the Department of
Music, Murray State University, will be clinician for the
choral clinic to be held at
Paducah Community College
Friday through Sunday.
Sponsored annually by
FOCUS, the fine arts series at
PCC and by the PaducahMcCracken County Choral
Directors Association, the clinic
will be held two days, Friday
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the. PCC gym.
A concert to which the public
is invited will be held in the gym
on Sunday at 2 p.m.
The choral students of arta
high schools will make up the
choir for the clinic and for the
concert.
Mrs. Loretta Stackhouse,
president of the choral
association, said there will be a
small charge for the concert to
help to pay the expenses of the
group and provide money for a
music scholarship at PCC.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP — mated was 75 to 100 feet in
Policemen and broadcasters in diameter.
Kentucky received a stream of
Another broadcaster, Mike
reports of mysterious lights in Majors of WCDS in Glasgow,
the sky Wednesday night and said he and four others saw a
some said they saw the uniden- silver object like a star which
tified flying objects themselves. moved across the Barren CounOne of the objects, which ty skies for three minutes,
landed in a back yard in "faster than any plane," then
Franklin, was discovered to be disappeared.
strictly terrestrial in origin.
Flying lights and objects
Lexington police said they re- were also reported seen beceived 25 or 30 calls about tween Russellville and Auburn
UFOs, and one officer said he in Southwest Kentucky; at Dansaw two of them, one briefly vile, Richmond and Irvine in
and the other for about two Central Kentucky, and at Pikeminutes.
ville in Eastern Kentucky.
He said the one he saw best
The object that fell from the
was a half-circle with white
and red lights that appeared sky at Franklin in Southwest
over the southeastern part of Kentucky's Simpson County
turned out to be homemade
the city.
Berl Starks said he saw it
At radio station WLAP in
fairly
high in the sky and
Lexington, bradcaster Cliff
Eaton reported sighting an or- watched as it descended into
ange ball in the sky, which his back yard.
moved slowly from west to
He and Franklin Patrolman
east, then stopped, gave off red Wayne Durham investigated
and found it to be a balloon
sparks and faded away.
Ed Akan of WCIT in Corbin made from a blue plastic launsaid he used a 50-power tele- dry bag, with candles susscope to watch a UFO several pended beneath to heat the air
miles away, which he esti- in the bag and provide lift.

Huddleston To Rebozo Bank Deal
Visit Paducah 'A Big Coincidence'
Says Agency Spokesman
WASHINGTON ) AP) - Sen.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston says
he will visit Paducah, Ky., next
week "to hear from any and all
citizens who want to voice their
views about any issue before the
Congress."
The Kentucky Democrat said
he will be at the Paducah City
Hall Monday morning beginning at 10 a.m. and will confer
with any Western Kentuckian
who wishes to see him.
"I want to make myself and
my Senate staff available to
anyone who might have
problems we can help them
with," Huddleston said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
spokesman for a federal banking agency says it is "a big
coincidence" that federal insurance for a savings association
with connections to Charles G.
"Bebe" Rebozo was granted
only after a new Nixon appointee took over the agency.

Dr. Oakley To Attend
Meeting Of Fraternity

Dr Hugh L. Oakley, Dean of
the School of ApplieStiences &
Technology, Murray State
University and past President
of the MSU Phi Delta Kappa
Educational Fraternity, will
join nearly 600 other officials of
Ledger & Times city
Phi Delta Kappa, world's
Ilabecribers who have not
largest professional fraternity
received delivery of their
(90,000 members), in a
newspaper by 5:30 p.m, are
precedent-breaking council at
urged to report the nonthe Shamrock Hilton Hotel,
delivery of the paper to
Houston, Texas, October 18-21.
their route carrier. If the
For the first time, the
carrier cannot be reached,
organization, which is combetween
5:30
753-1916
call
posed of leading men in
p.m. and 6 p.m. for
education, will devote much of
delivery of the newspaper.
its attention to hammering out
position statements on nine
crucial issues facing the
profession. These issues were
identified last year by PDK's
more than 400 chapters in the
U.S. and five other countries.
Since then the issues. have been
', .•atinoad fair with -a alight— examined by fraternity comwarming trend through Friday. mission, district
conferences;
Low tonight 47-52. High Friday and
chapter study groups. Over
in the mid 70s.
100 proposals for improvement
Fair with a warming trend have been offered for council
approval.
Saturday through Monday.

If You Miss
Your Paper

WEATHER
FORECAST

Rebozo is a close friend of
President Nixon.
Federal insurance for deposits at the Key Biscayne Savings
and Loan Association at Key
Biscayne, Fla., was approved
by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board on July 19, after
having been denied in 1972 and
again in March of this year.
The board originally rejected
a federal charter for the same
association in 1969.
Approval of the insurance
was voted about six weeks
after Nixon appointee Thomas
R. Bomar became chairman of
the board, which regulates savings and loan associations. A
spokesman said the action was
concurred in by the only other
member of the board, Grady
Perry.
Bomar is a Republican and
Perry is a Democrat.
The association is located in
a building owned by Rebozo
and two of its directors also
serve as directors of a Key Biscayne commercial bank operated by Rebozo, a bank board
spokesman confirmed WeclnOtiday.
Approval of the federal insurance for the savings association
followed by several months the
first of two denials of a charter
for a bank that would have
..xxr.peted 'with -the rieiX*0
bank.
Rebozo strongly opposed the
rival application for the bank
charter, which was denied by
the office of the comptroller in
March of this year.
•

More Vandalism Is
Investigated Here
More reports of vandalism
were investigated by city police
Wednesday, according to police
reports.
Thieves apparently opened a
cold drink machine at the
Murray Plaza Court with a key,
and took a small amount of
change horn it.
Vandalism was reported at
the home of Mrs. Katherine
Lewis, 204 N. 13th, where a car
was damaged and the screws
were taken out of a storm
window.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Vice
President-designate Gerald R.
Ford says the FBI probe for
congressional
confirmation
hearings has uncovered no potentially embarrassing incidents in his past as far as he
could tell from agents questioning.
The FBI agents interviewed
the House Republican leader in
his office late Wednesday for
an investigation ordered by
confirmation committees in
both the House and Senate.
Ford said he expects Congress to make an intensive investigation into his past—and
said it will get his cooperation—because his is "a precedent-setting circumstance."
Ford, the, first person to
come under the 25th Amendment's new procedure for replacing a vice president, corn-

mented in an interview with
The Associated Press.
"I believe that under the circumstances the person selected
in this situation as in any other
has to have his life exposed in
a factual way to the maximum
degree."
Ford also said he expects
President Nixon to veto at least
three more bills before he can
be confirmed and begin work
on his goal of trying to achieve
compromises with Congress to
avoid veto confrontations.
He said he agrees with Senate Democratic - Leader Mike
Mansfield that a Republican
vice president working closely
with congressional Democrats
to reach such compromises will
be "a delicate operation."
"But that doesn't mean men
of good will can't work together
and achieve reasonably common goals," he said.
Here is part of the interview:
Q. People outside politics
may have trouble understanding your acknowledgement that you helped G. Gordon Liddy get a job in government so he wouldn't rimn
against a New York congressman. Do you think acknowledggallon, profit on gasoline sales ements like that hurt you?
will continue to be inadequate.
A. Every member of Con"At least we can keep going
for the time being," said a
Louisville Arco dealer, Richard
Pearl. "But we're not making
the profit per gallon of gas that
we were six months ago.
"Everybody else is making
more and we are making less."
Pearl said the Atlantic Richfield company has increased its By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
prices to him by 2.5 cents a
Egyptian and Israeli tanks
gallon since Sept 28.
clashed furiously today in the
A Louisville Shell dealer, large and possibly decisive
Emmett Probus, said the deci- Suez Canal battle. Syria said its
sion would not help him sig- tanks knocked back an Israeli
probe on the Golan Heights
nificantly.
front.
"I need to make a profit in
Egypt said the Suez fighting
this game," Probus said. "I centered around the central
feel I'm one of the stronger Bitter Lakes section of the cadealers and I don't think I can nal and called on Israelis there
continue.
to "surrender or face complete
-"We need the right to adjust destruction."
"The battles raging since
our prices as we see fit," he
Wednesday, in the middle secadded.

Many Gas Stations In
State Pass On Increase
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Gasoline Dealers
Association says most Kentucky dealers have passed
wholesale price increases on to
customers in line with a U.S.
Cost of Living Council decision
Monday.
Executive Director Charles
T. Mathis said any dealers who
haven't soon will, "because every station's bank account is
getting smaller and smaller all
the time."
The Cost of Living Council
decision, Mathis said, leaves
dealers in the position of "buying something for 2 cents and
selling it for 2 cents"
The council said dealers
could pass along any wholesale
increases received since Sept.
28
Kentucky dealers say despite
the increases, whil•h apparently
will range from 210 2.5 cents a

Israeli and Egyptrat
-i-Tanics
Clash Furiously Over Canal
tor, are the most ferocious of
all since the war began," said
Cairo radio. "But our troops
will continue, according to
plan, to achieve victory."
Israel said its jets were
pounding Egyptian targets in
support of the Sinai armored
forces and claimed Israeli
ground fire downed two Sovietbuilt MIG warplanes and two
Egyptian helicopters.
The Egyptians claimed their
air defenses shot down 12 Israeli planes and said four Israeli pilots were captured.

r
,

'CooTERS JAM IWO JIMA DECK—U.S.alartae helicopters with their rotor blades lashed down are jammed dose together on
the df,k of the carrier Iwo Jima as ship took aboard marines, vehicles and equipment from ('amp LeJeune, N.C., before sailing for
the Nledlterranean to join the Sixth Fleet.

IRMOI•mme"... •••••,,

Intense diplomatic activity
was reported under way to end
the fighting. Unconfirmed reports circulated in Washington,
Moscow and other world capitals that Soviet Premier Alexei
N. Kosygin was in Cairo heading a Soviet mission.
The New York Times reported in a dispatch quoting diplomats in the Egyptian capital
that Moscow has begun highlevel efforts to bring about a
settlement of the 13-day-old
Middle East war
But as the reported peace
moves went on in secret, five
Arabic-speaking
gunmen
stormed a building housing
three American banks in Beirut, the Lebanese capital.
Police said they captured up
to 130 hostages and threatened
to kill them unless authorities
provided a plane to carry them
to Algeria or Yemen and released all Palestinian guerrillas
held in Lebanese jails. The hostages included foreigners, but
none were identified.
The gunmen, calling themselves the Lebanese Socialist
Revolutionary Movement, also
demanded a $10 million ransom
"to support the guerrilla movement and the Arab war effort
against Israel." But the established Palestinian guerrilla
movement disavowed the raid.
The Middle East war also
came home to noncombatant
Beirut with offshore explosions
that cut an undersea cable linking Lebanon and Europe. Military sources in Beirut said the
five explosions were the wert
of Twee Ifograen but..
raeli radio quoted military
spokesmen as denying' the
charge.
Israel claimed it destroyed 90
to 100 Egyptian tanks in the
(See Mideast,Page 11)
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Atkins-Galloway Engagement
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Joe Creason, Columnist, To Speak
Purchase Area Homemakers Meet GAr
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Ham Hock and White bear
supper will be
held by
the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Women with serving
to start at five p.m. at the
church.

Thursday, October 18
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the church at 7:10 p.m. to go
to the home of Mrs. Ron Wright
at Kirksey for the regular
meeting.

Oaks Country Club will have a
scramblette golf at three p.m.,
potluck supper at six p.m., and
Halloween party at seven p.m.
for all members of the club. No
reservations necessary. In case
of rain scramblette golf will be
at one p.m. Sunday.

New Concord FTC will have a
potluck supper at the school at
7:30 p.m.
Parents' Night will be held at
•Faxon Elementary School at
seven p.m. with Supt. William
B. Miller speakiag on the new
elementary schools.

se
• •...0%-e.•
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Sunday, October 21
Mr. and Mrs. A.B. Wyatt of
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Kirksey Route One will be
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at the honored on their 70th wedding
Ellis Community Center at 7:30 anniversary with a basket lunch
p.m.
at the Kirksey Lunchroom. All
friends and relatives are inWomen of the Moose will vited.
meet at the Lodge Hall at eight
p.m.
Monday, October 22
Calloway County High School
The
Business
and Beta Club will
have its initiation
Professional Women's Club will for
over sixty new members at
meet at the Murray Woman's
the school at seven p.m.
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Murray Art Guild at
seven p.m.

Blood
River
Baptist
Association WMU will meet at
Grace Baptist Church, Murray
at seven p.m.

Lynn Grove FTC will meet at
the school at 7:30 p.m.

Great. Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 County Public Library at seven
Order of the Eastern Star will p.m. with Mrs. Alfred Wolfson
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 as leader.
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
Friday, October 19
Fall hike and campout for all seven p.m.
Girl Scouts of Murray NeighCreative Arts Department of
borhood will be at TVA Use
Area on Wildcat Creek, Ken- the Murray Woman's Club will
tacky Lake. Brownies wil join meet at the club house at 9:30
the group on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames Thomas
8.M.
Brown, A.W. Russell, Robert
Hopkins, Albert Koertner, and
Music City Singers of Nash- James Garrison as hostesses.
ville, Tenn., will present a
program at Independence
Department
Theta
of
United Methodist Catarrh at 730 the Murray Woman's Club will
p.m. No admission charge.
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Mesdames Uoyd
Game Night will be held by Boyd, Harold Beaman, N.T.
the MSU Women's Society at Beal, and Miss Beth Broach as
the Carr Health Building from hostesses.
7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
To always have a nice dessert

A rummage sale, sponsored
by Devrards Chapel Church,
will be held at the American
Legion Hall from 8:30 a.m. to
one p.m.
_

Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
the Calloway County Band
Boosters Club, will be held at
Calloway County High School
starting at 8:30 p.m.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have its monthly
luncheon at the home of Mrs. W.
J. Pitman at :2 noon.

A good and simple way to
bleach the Skin is to add some
lemon juice to your regular
cleansing cream. It can be added
to hand lotions, too, if you wish.
such creams and lotions in
a cool place to keep them from
turning rancid.
Fancy up muffins by "ng
ise
a prune in each before baking.
Prunes should be soaked in water
one hour or more and pitted.
Knit

dresses

and sweaters
stretch if hung up. Lay them on
a bed near an open window to
air, then fold and lay them away
in a drawer.

Miss Nita Carol Atkins
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Atkins announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest daughter, Nita Carol, to
Daniel A. Galloway, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Galloway of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and is,
presently a sophomore at Murray State University with a malar
in broadcasting. She is employed at Corvette Lanes,Inc.
Mr. Galloway is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High
School. He attended Murray State University and is presently self
employed.
A February wedding is being planned.
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Starts TOMORROW!

Mrs, - -James
Providence, district chairman,
will preside over a business
session beginning at 10 a.m.,
and luncheon will be served at
noon.

FOR 2 BIG WEEKS

And now the movie...
"...perhaps
the most
remarkable
film to
gi since
Cecil B.De Mille
founded
Hollywood!'

magazines
throughout

He served in the US. Marines
in World War H, was graduated
from Murray State, and taught
in an Evansville Ind., high
school before joining the MSU
public information staff during
the middle 1950s.

Erwin, a Calloway County
native who was recently
featured in the Sunday
magazine section of The
Courier-Journal & Times as "A
Man Who Beat The System,"
will speak on "Our Feathered
Friends."

UPI

A bachelor, Erwin lives in a
little cabin among the scrub
oaks of Kentucky Lake observing the delicate balance of
nature, and spends most of his
spare time hunting, fishing and
writing
Some 130 women are expected
to attend the Audubon District
garden club meeting.

Open 6:45-Start 715
thru SAT.
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Joe Tom *Erwin Of MurcayrTo Be Speaker
At Audubon District Of Garden Clubs

Erwin is a well-known
authority on wildlife and birds,
and has written numerous
free-lance articles for various

thru SAT.
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Joe Tom Erwin, sports information director and journalism teacher at Murray State
University
and
outdoor
columnist for The CourierJournal & Times, will address
the annual meeting of the
Audubon District, Garden Clubs
of Kentucky, in Paducah on
Thursday, October 25.
The meeting which opens at 9
a.m, at the First Christian
Church, on Blanctville Road,
with coffee and registration,
at an instant's notice, place
scoops of ice cream on a chilled will be hosted by the ninecookie sheet. Freeze. Roll in member Paducah Council of
either minted coconut, coffee co- Garden Clubs. The Audubon
conut or crushed nuts or roll District is comprised of thirtysome in each. Place in plastic two garden clubs in Western
bags in freezer.
Kentucky.

Saturday, October 20
Group I of First Christian
Church CV/F will have a garage
sale at the Walter Amerson
garage, 1511 Chaucer Drive,
from eight a.m. to 12 noon.

and about

Joe Cresson, columnist, The
Courier Journal, Louisville,
Mrs. J. B. Burke's' . . .
noes 113-1617 es 733-11147
Kentucky, will be the main
speaker when the Purchase
Area Homemakers meet in
Murray on Tuesday, October 23
at ten a.m. His subject will be
S.
"The Kentuckian, a Species To
11_••••••••••
••••••• •'8:.
•
I
Be Preserved."
•I
•
▪•
To thousands within the
circulation area of the
••
Me Owl
.
Louisville Courier-Journal,
I•
••
S
ICK‘,
columnist - author - lecturer
Ft
••
O 1
S•
•
•
Creason is one of the best known
1
•
1•
IS
••
members of the staff of the
* CINEMA
.
.
1 * FRI.-SAT. 10:15
••
11 1
I•
nation's
1 11
fourth-ranked
il 1
'S
'
1•
newspaper.
••
•s
1•
8•
Before starting his daily "Joe
•
4•
•S
Creason column in 1963, he
tile
I•
•I
I.Us:
spent nearly 20 years as a
I•
An
•I
I s
I•
Joe Creasoa
feature writer for the paper's
B s
••
I M
•
••
Sunday Magazine, and this Secretary for Kentucky Assn. of 1•
•
.
IA
U.
work brought him into intimate Extension Homemakers, will 1 •
s ..
a
••
# A
contact with people all over the attend. Mrs. Forrest Yates, .
1 1111),
Area
Homemaker
.
1
.
0
President, 56.6
state. Since the end of World
.a
5 an d
from Graves County will ..!..-:
War II, he has traveled more
I•
preside. Area subject Matter
than 650,000 miles in Kentucky
S.
chairmen
will give short
alone, and has become a
• I
I•
recognized authority on the reports. McCracken County •
M *
I O
Homemaker
s
will
serve as
state, its people, history,
politics, folk culture and, hostess.
Lunch will be served in the .
coscmng
especially, its humor.
S.
8;
Creason came to the Student Union Building, and the
.i
afternoon
.
program will be held
..
....6....'•.. 1
newspaper in 1941 after
8%
graduating from the University there.
of Kentucky the year before and
having worked on other papers
including The Ledger & Times,
Next Week
Next Week
Murray.
Following set-vice as a Navy
CINEMAS
officer in World War II, he
"SCARE CROW"
"LAST OF SHEILA"
/bi, no* Me*
returnd to The CourierJournal's Magazine staff. He
supervised writing of "The Civil
War in Kentucky," the first
newspaper supplement to win
the National Civil War Centennial Commission Award of
Distinction. In 1967, he shared in
the Naive- Prize The Courier 3
Journal won for public service.
He also is the recipient of the
University of Kentucky Alumni
Association
Distinguished
Service Medallion, and the
From The Makers Of -The Dirty Dozen- t
%
Morehead State University
A
k
I
Public Service Award.
1
LEE MARVIN AND ERNEST BORGNINE ...
A book, "Joe Creason's
Kentucky," containing some 700
excerpts of his writing, has been
published by the newspaper. In
demand as a speaker, he
delivers more than 100 talks
each year throughout the
Eastern United States. A native
of Benton, he is married and has
two sons.
Dr. Doris Tichenor, Associate
Director for Home Economics
Extension for the Univeraity of
Kentucky,and Mrs. Mary Rich,

Mob

Ar, AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL Pic-wilt

Emperor Of
7The North

"...A KING—OF—THE—HILL MOVIE.
A FINE,ELABORATELY STAGED
ACTION MELODRAMAS'_N.Y.,.

(A

Man and a Train)
A
PERSONAL
ENDORSEMENT: By John
Hedrick, manager of Central
Cinemas.
Remember the good ole
days, when you could really
get wound up in a movie?
Hallelujah! The good ole days
are back in, "EMPEROR OF
THE NORTH"now showing at
CENTRAL CINEMAS.
Starring Lee Marvin as A
No. 1, a hobo who is determined to ride the No. 19 train,
of which Earnest Borgnine as
Shack is determined to keep
Lee Marvin from doing so.
Then comes a would be cocky
hobo named Cigaret, played
by Keith Carradine who is
always getting in the way of
Lee Marvin.
The plot is simple and down
to earth, where good and evil
sort of blend together and at
times get humorus. It is
definitely a fun film.
It's a lulu all right and the
rest of the film is equally not
for the squemish. The director
uses violence to prove a point
and not to merely pander to an
audiences bloodlust.
Thus, the sadistic Earnest
Borgnine becomes rather
sympathetic in a hurrying
sequence when he must
almost singlehandedly move
his train onto a siding or face a
terrible crash. And Lee
Marvin's rather callous offhand ways have their dark
side; merely in order to board
Borgnines train unnoticed, he
sets up the possibility of that
crash.
The
casualness
that
brutality can have and the not
always sensible or sane
strength a man must employ
to engage in such a conflict,
is EMPEROR OF THE
NORTH.
Emperor of the Nortilt is a
fun fih, and at the end of the
film gou go away admiring the
characters a good bit for their
,stamina but with little deair.e
to emulate thetn Emperor of
the North, is one •4 the years
most entertaining films to
come To Murray in a long
tune.

CINEMA
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Mrs. Hendricks Has
Her 99th Birthday
Observance Friday

•3-41147

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Mrs, _Mar_y_ Hendricks obi-inn& her Nth birthday on
Tinweday, October 11, at the
Westview Nursing Home where
she is now a patient. She is a
former resident of the
Backusburg community.
A special highlight of the day
was the telephone call from her
sister, Mrs. Dolly Davis of
Bloomington, Texas. Also
wishing her a happy birthday
was her brother, A.B. (Jack)
Smith of Backusburt They are
•
the only three children out of ten
still living. Their parents were
the late Charlie and Belle Bean
Smith of Backusburg.
Mrs. Hendricks taught school
for many years and has been an
active member of the Mt.
DR. WILLIAM G. EMENER,second from right, assistant professor of Guidance and Counseling
Hebron United Methodist and coordinator of Rehabilitation programs at Murray State, led a workshop at Hopkinsville. With
Church. She was the wife of the Dr. Emener, left to right, are Mrs. Zona Henderson, Christian County High School NHS advisor,
late Tom Hendricks who died in Cindy Auble, state secretary and treasurer of KANHS, David Ezell, state president of KANHS,and
April 1933.
Benny Stofer.
Local nieces and nephews are
William Smith, Guy Smith,
Udell Smith, Homer Bazzell,
Howard Bane, Mrs. Dorothy
Craig, Mrs. Christine Garland,
Mrs. Mabel Fuqua, Mrs. Ruth
Flood, and Mrs. Myrtle Eddings.
Mrs. Frances Churchill was Bradley, Cuba 519; Eunice
installed as worthy matron of Martin, Clinton 539; Mable
Dr. William G. Emener,
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 McAllister, Water Valley 554.
Order of the Eastern Star at the Six worthy patrons from assistant professor of Guidance
regular meeting held on visiting chapters were also and Counseling and Coordinator
of Rehabilitation Programs at
Johnny Bohannon, principal, Tuesday, October 9,7:30 p.m. at introduced.
Mrs. John Bryan, and Mrs. the Masonic Hall. William E.
Other retiring Chapter of- Murray State University,
Jerry Kirkland of the Kirksey Moffett, newly elected worthy ficers assisting were Euldene conducted a leadership training
Elementary School Parent- patron, was in the hospital at Robinson, associate matron; workshop on Saturday, October
Teacher Association attended the time of the meeting and will Doyce
Morris, associate 13, at Christian County High
the meeting held at the be installed at a later date.
patron; Frances Churchill, School, Hopkinsville.
The theme was "SelfOther officers installed for the secretary; Nell Robbins,
CallOway County High Library
Tuesday, October 9, by parents ensuing year were Sybil treasurer; Sybil Lasater, Evaluation and Leadership
Lasater, associate matron; Joe conductress; Twila Coleman, Styles." The workshop guided
arid school officials.
The group watched the Lasater, associate patron; associate conductress protem: the 122 participants from
program on Kentucky television Judith Jackson, secretary; Nell Howard McNeeql, chaplain; throughout Kentucky in the
titled "Kentucky Foundation Robbins, treasurer; Brenda Alma McNeely marshall; Kentucky National Honor
Societies Association through
conductress; Louise Short, organist.
Program Study." L. Lyman Newberry,
exercises designed especially
Ginger and Allen Bryan were Martha Hutchens, associate
Star points serving were by Dr Emener, and to help
conductress; Fay Lamb,
the main speakers.
Judith Jackson, Adah; Martha students learn effective ways
of
The program was to en- chaplain; Twila Coleman,
Hutchens, Ruth; Fay Lamb, communicating, showing
Short,
Louise
courage the public to let the marshall;
Esther; Eva Lamb, Martha; empathy, and respect to others.
legislation know they want the organist.
Mrs. Harry M. (Marie)
Star points are Susan Moody, Kathleen Morris, Electa;
Kentucky education program
Bonnie
Perkins,
warder Young, executive secretary of
brought up to the national Adah; Marie Jones, Ruth;
Mary Beth Carruthers, Esther; protem; Bob Robbins, sentinel. the KANHS who arranged the
average.
Following the closing of the workshop, said the enthusiasm
Eva
Lamb, Martha; Patricia
chapter
Supt. William B. Miller
and
installation and praise for the workshop was
Evans,
Elects;
Bea
Henry,
discussed the program and
warder; Eunice Henry, sen- refreshments of ringer sand- unanimous among both student
answered questions.
wiches, dainty cookies, mints, and adult participants.
tinel.
nuts, punch, and coffee were
Mrs. Polly McGinnis was
Dr. Emener received his B.A.
Installing
officers
were
Mary
elected chairman, Gerald K.
Hancock, installing officer; served from a beautifully ap- from Grenton State University,
vice-ch144mluk,
and
Mayer;
George Byers, assistant; pointed table by Euldene his M.A. from New York
'Mrs. Jo Burkeeik elerrtau7,
Bonnie Perkins, marshall; June Robinson and Fay Lamb to University, and his Ph. D. from
ninety-five the University of Georgia. He
Crider, chaplain; Dorothy approximately
has conducted many workshops
Boone, organist; Roy Perkins, members and guests.
Chapters represented were and written for publications
warder; John H. Perkins,
Temple Hill, Mayfield, Fulton over a period of several years
sentinel.
City, Clinton, Hardin, Griffith,
Benny Stofer, Hopkinsville
Mrs. Churchill made a thank Ind., Afford, Water Valley, and
High School student, gave the
you speech after the in- Cube.
devotion.
stallation. Preceding the
A meeting for new members
closing of the chapter and and new officers will be held
on
before the installation an ad- Thursday, November
1, at Jackson-Ward Wedding
CA I.ORIE-WATCHERS
denda was given in honor of seven p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
LUNCH
On Saturday Postponed
Mrs. Churchill by June Crider,
Figure-right Egg Sandwiches
Nell Robbins, Alma McNeely,
The wedding of Miss Patricia
Celery Sticks
Judith Jackson, Euldene
Jackson, daughter of Mr. and
Cherry Tomatoes
Fruit
Beverage Robinson, Fay Lamb, and
--- •
Mrs. Bennie Jackson, and Gary
Brenda Newberry.
FIGURE-RIGHT EGG
Ward,son of Mr and Mrs. Ovie
SANDWICHES
The regular meeting was
Ward, has been postponed.
Adding pickle relish allows opened before the installation
The wedding was to have been
"Your umbrella probably is
cutting down on mayonnaise
with the retiring worthy
on Saturday, October 20, at the
4 hard-cooked eggs, mashed
matron,
Mrs.
Brenda a faithful companion during Williams Chapel of Church of
1 tablespoon India relish
Newberry, and worthy patron, adverse weather conditions," Christ.
1 tablespoon mayonnaise
reminds
Helen
Rader.,
Dee Lamb, presiding. Prayer
Salt and pepper to taste
University of Tennessee
was led and the flag of the
8 thin slices fresh white
Agricultural
Extension
United States was presented
bread
Service clothing specialist. "It
allegiance
given.
and
Sweet red pepper in vinegar
deserves better care than
An addenda was given the
from a jar I, cut in'strips
being thrown in a corner when
Mix together the eggs, relish, retiring worthy matron and
not being used."
inayonnaise, salt and pepper. worthy patron by June Crider,
Prevent wrinkling by
Spread one side of each slice of Euldene Robinson, Nell Rob- allowing it to dry in an
open
the bread very lightly with bins, and Charles Jackson.
Two members of the Kirksey
position Remove spots by
mayonnaise. Spread the egg
They presented each one with
spraying it with a solution
Elementary School Parentmixture over 4 slices of the
Teacher Association attended
bread, mayonnaise sides up; gifts from the chapter and of- made with warm water and
the annual fall conference of the
detergent. Work carefully so
top with red pepper strips; cov- ficers.
First District PTA held
Special guests introduced
as not to cause streaks
er with remaining bread, may"Avoid leaving a closed
Tuesday, October 16, at
onnaise sides down. Cut each were: Bill Cates, Past Grand
umbrella in the sun," warns
sandwich into 2 triangles. Patron; Loraine Fore, general
Freemon Elementary School.
the UT professor "It's sure to
Makes 4 servings.
Grand Chapter committee
Paducah.
member; Dixie Alderdice, have faded streaks. Remove
Attending from Kirksey were
dust from umbrellas by
grand representative; Lucy
Mrs. Billie Handl, president.
Alderdice, grand represen- vacuuming regularly "
and Mrs. Jerry Kirkland, publo
Start losing weight today or money
A pretty umbrella is an
beck. MONADE X is a tiny tablet tative;
Jackson,
deputy
Judith
chairman.
relations
will
MONADE
X
take.
and easy to
asset to rainy-day wear:
help curb your desire for ascon grand matron; Roy Perkins,
Mrs. Melvin Earles, district
Choose
one
which
matches,
food. Eat lea - weigh lees Contains deputy grand patron; Bonnie
president, presided. Special
no dangerous drugs end will not
blends or contrasts with your
were Mrs. Dona S
make you nervous. No strenuous Perkins, general Grand Session
speakers
raincoat or rainsint and boots.
exercise. Change your life . start
meeting
member;
C.E. The more expensive ones have
Riley, state president, and
today. MONADE X coat $3.00 for
Benedict, grand officer of
Mitch Davis, Kentucky PTA
a 20 day supply. Large economy
water repellent finishes,
it,. is $6.00. Also try ACIUATABS: Masonic Body.
Chairman.
Legislation
also
help
which
keep
the
they work gently to help you lose
Others introduced were the
webs-bloat. AOIJATABS -a "water
The Kirksey unit was
umbrellas spot and stain
pill" that works - $3.00. Both following worthy matrons:
presented with "Charter
resistant.
guaranteed and sold by:
Wilma Holmes, Mayfield 443;
Renewal Seals"__.'.1'westy-Five
Whether it's a folding size or
Say -rite Drugs-Bel -Air
Olene Portis, Hardin 277; Retta
Shopping Center-Mail Orders
a golf umbrella, take care of it
Plus Club," and Congress
Filled.
Balentlne, Alford 445; Doris for longer service.
Publications Certificate.

Ar and about

Mrs. Frances Churchill Installed Worthy
Matron Of Murray Star Chapter No. 433
OES At Meeting Held At Masonic Hall

PTA Members From
Kirksey At Meet

Workshop Held
By Dr. Emener
At Hopkinsville

COOKING
IS FUN

Take Care, Of
Your Umbrella

Kirksey PTA Wins
Awards, District
Meet At Paducah

!IA
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Don't want a divorce?
Then forgive and forget

IMO

-AU

,411
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1De.Olt.

Some people hang up as soon as they realize a small
child has answered. Our daughter is so proud that she can
help Mommy in this way. It takes only a few moments to
listen to her, and makes her so happy.
Maybe your printing this letter will make some people
more tolerant of a small child who answers the phone
BUSY YOUNG MOTHER

By Abigail Van Buren
•
DEAR ABBY: My wife and Fare both 53. We have
three Married, college-educated children any parents would
be glad to claim.
My wife and Ionarried very young. [Shotgun wedding.)
We are well off and respected in the community, but here's
the problem:
My wife never worked outside the home. She spent all
her time raising her children, and she did a fine job About
six years ago I caught her and the insurance man kissing
in our kitchen. She swore it would never happen again. Two
years later I caught this same man kissing her in the parking lot at a V. F. W. party. Again she swore she would
never see him again. Last summer I caught them again.
This time there was a big fight, and she confessed they had
been seeing each other for six years, three afternoons a
week'
She doesn't want a divorce, and this man [also married] doesn't want one either. I don't really want one.
Do I love her' No' I could walk away from her and
never look back, but I'm too old to start over.
How do other men who have been in this boat handle a
situation like this?
NO NAMES, PLEASE

DEAR MOTHER: Maybe. But maybe not. Youngsters
- answering the phone is the pet peeve of a surprising number of adults.
DEAR ABBY: I'm not sure whether 1 have a problem.
Here's the situation: I'm 26 and my wife, Diane, is 22. We
got back from our honeymoon last week and are living
temporarily with Diane's parents and her sister, who is 21.
Our first night back, Diane was about to leave our
room to take a shower when I noticed she had nothing oe
at all. When I reminded her that her father wasa the
house she gave me a puzzled look and left the Forini, naked. That was nothing. Since then she often goes around the
house with very little on. She even irons clothes in the
kitchen in her bra and panties. Yesterday I came home and
found her sitting on the floor watching TV completely
naked while her sister was setting her hair. Her sister
always wears a little Something, but not much. Their father
was in the next room reading the paper.
Last night when I spoke to her about it she said that's
the way she was brought up. I let it drop and decided to
write to you.
Abby, I have no sisters so I don't know how girls
normally act in front of their fathers. Are my wife and her
sister typical? If I'm the one who's out of line please tell
me, and I'll keep quiet.
PUZZLED

DEAR NO: How other men handle such a sitnatism
may be of no help to you. You need to decide how YOU
want to handle it. Talk it over with your wife. It will take a
lot of forgiving and forgetting. and forgetting what you
forgave to keep your marriage intact. You say you are too
"old" to start over! Plenty of men would give a lot to be 53
again. Life is short. Make it sweet.

DEAR PUZZLED: In some homes. Nudity is accepted
casually, but they are the exceptions—mit the rule.

DEAR' ABBY: Since our second child was born, our
3-year-old daughter has been helping me immensely by
answering the phone when I am busy. She speaks quite
clearly, and answers the phone with, "Hi, my mommy is
busy with the baby, but she is coming now."

Hate to write betters? Seed Si to Abigail Vim 'weft ;
132 Lasky Dr.. Beverly Mk, Cal. MIL fee Abby's booklet.
"Mew to Write Letters for Al Occasions."
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Middle School

Our
readers
write

_....t_ Murray...Middle School gets_. its— official
t'. evaluation baptism this week when a 10-member
1. committee
from the Southern Association of
;..
t Colleges and Schools was in town to consider
renewal of its accreditation.
Circumstances made that SACS visitation a bit
• t
_unique.
As an institution within an accredited school
b
ot_
. system. Murray Middle School has held ac; creditation since its beginning not quite three years
,.
, ago. Yet no evaluation committee had ever before
'been on that campus.
: Along with other schools in the city system, the
_.;.. middle school will be evaluated at 10-year intervals
%
▪it in the future in accordance with SACS requirements
i for accreditation renewal. We see that continuing
t process as a boon to the academic progress of such a
Z. school.
. Periodic assessment is healthy. Not only does it
.expose a school to examination from an outside
group of experts. but, and perhaps even more important. it provides a school and its personnel with
., occasion for a candid look at itself and themselves
.: Perhaps people in the community have not had a
3 very clear perspective of the problems involved in
..
.the kind of reorganization necessary to establish a
e
4: new middle school program. Such an effort involves
i
/ integration of faculty and ideas from the upper
elementary grades and the junior hig
school
level—an ideal much easier talked about
than
$,achieved.
f
r But an experience such as the SACS evaluation
and the long and careful preparation by faculty and
t"..
.. staff for that appraisal cannot
be beneficial. It
, affords people greater realization of the role. of
c, others in the total scheme and is conducive to the
development of uniformity and a more effective
total transition.
About 40 people were directly involved in putting
i:
•„ together a book last year that bared the soul of
i Murray Middle School. A comprehensive volume, it
, k covered everything from physical facilities to
academic philosophies.

t

1

'And we take back all the nasty things we said
about truck drivers!'
According To Boyle

By Hal Boyle

Members of the visitation committee, who were in
Murray from Sunday through Tuesday, used that

book developed

under the

gaidance of Dr. Bobby

Malone of Murray State University as a jumping off
point for their evaluation.
They considered the academic direction of the

1

school as indicated in that report and

generally

made judgements as to whether the stated goals
meet SACS standards and criteria and whether the

i methodology

outlined

portends

fectiveness.

maximum

ef-

4

Headed by Vernon ShowtriArMurray State, the

I

;- visitation committee also included two representatives of the Kentucky Department of Education—
Claude Taylor and Ed Burkeen—along with seven
other Kentucky educators.
.

1

They made a capsule report Tuesday afternoon,
with a formal written presentation of findings to be
submitted in two to three weeks. Strengths will be
acknowledged

kt. overcoming
doubtedly
,-• But

and

recommendations

weaknesses—and

all

made

for

that

is

un-

effect

of

the

worthwhile.

probably

the

most

vital

!
.
..evaluation process is its reminder of the necessity
:
'for

a

constant

i something
educational

and

conscious

better to offer
welfare

is

reaching

boys and

our

out

girls

inescapable

for

whose
respon-

sibility.
$

I Ten Years Ago Today

1

Army Pfc. Jerry Muskgrow is now at Fort Eustis,
after spending three months in Greenland.

i Va.,

Tommy Wells. son of Trent Wells of Murray. was
tl_one of two out of state students to receive 1963 fresh• man scholarships to Louisiana State University.
5•
.4 The 94th session of the Blood River Baptist
,
f Association will be held at First Missionary Baptist
Church, Benton, on October 22, and at Elm Grove
.-, Baptist Church, Murray. on October 23.
:

Mrs June Crider was installed as worthy matron
: and Howard McNeely as worthy patron of Murray
7 Star Chapter No. 433 OES at the meeting held at

the

, Masonic Hall.

. 20 Years Ago Today s

A special feature on the business district of
Murray in the early nineties, written by Dr. Hugh
McElrath, is published in the Ledger & Times.

•
Mrs. Mary S. Thomas. age 83, died this morning at
:her home at 1315 West Main Street, Murray.
t
Dr. H.C. Chiles of
Murray
will—
spestii

at

Georgetown College on October 20.
Miss Maxine Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Orr, and Ronald Burkeen. son of Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Burkeen, were married October 10 at the South
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Things
a columnist might never know
if he didn't open his mail:
Ever wonder why you never
see a snake in a Turkish bath?
Well, one reason might be that
snakes can't survive temperatures above 118 degrees Fahrenheit.
If your fiancee is sick of the
engagement ring you bought
berrrit may be because she is
among the 11
per cent of
people who are allergic to
cheap jewelry. The offending
ingredient is usually nickel sulfate, found often in low-priced
nickel-plated costume Jewelry.
Biting off more than you can
cher,eakkill you. In fact, the
National Safety Council estimated that choking on food is
the nation's sixth leading cause
of accidental death and is responsible for 2,500 fatalities annually. When such deaths occur
in restaurants, they are often
mistaken for heart attacks.
Such cases are known in medical circles as "cafe coronaries." Steak is the food on
which a majority choke, and
the victims are often either
heavy drinkers or elderly
people who have poor dentures.
The water in a giant redwood
tree weighs more than the
wood in it. A tree 200 feet -tall
contains about 4,700 gallons of
water.
Quotable notables: "What a

magnificence might be made ot
Folklore: Twenty-one is conlife!"—H. G. Wells.
sidered a lucky number beWasted money: There is no cause it is three times seven
known instantaneous cure for and because it is the age when
arthritis. But the National Arth- one ceases to be a legal infant.
ritis Foundation says that Thirty is regarded as an unAmerican sufferers spend $315 lucky number because Judas
million yearly in the false hope was given 30 pieces of silver to
of finding one.
betray Jesus. In general, odd
A fish that's all teeth The, numbers are thought to be
shark has several rows of teeth ! luckier than even numbers.
in its mouth, which move forIt was E. W. Howe who obward to replace older reeli-as - rerved, "No man would listen
they wear out or fall out. But to you talk if he didn't know it
its entire skin is also covered was his turn next."
with smaller toothlike structures covered with hard dentine. Cabinet makers once
prized these rasplike scales in
the making of a fine abrasive.
_Worth remembering: --'-t-ge-•
marriage, no wife ever gets
what she expected—and no husband expected what he gets."
To the winner: In old Samoa,
after a tribal wedding, the newlyweds adjourned to a field behind a temple and started fighting each other. If the man won,
he was declared lord and master of his house; if the woman
was victor, the husband served
her as her slave. Isn't it a
shame how many fine old native customs have been ruined
by the march of civilization?
In dubious praise ; a teacher
once wrote the parents of one
of her pupils: "not only is your
son the worst behaved member
of the class, he also has the
best attendance record."

Funny Funny World
BUSINESS dr FINANCE
London—After waiting four months for the gas
lapard to
fix his kitchen stove, Patrick Fisher wrote a
checnor his
last gas bill—on his oven door. The gas
board accepted it
and a bank "cashed" it. "If I get no
satisfaction." Fisher
said, "my next check will be written on
an old sofa."
(Sunday Express, London)
Charles Kettering: Research is an organized method of
finding out what you are going to do when you can no
longer do what you are doing now.
Feeling pretty discouraged with the work his new
secretary was turning out, the boss decided to test her
intelligence. "Did you ever hear of Harding?" he asked
her. "No." "Hoover?" "No." "Lincoln?" "Is his laiit •
name Nebraska?"
What are the world's most boring jobs? The
Harvard
University Institute for Policy Studies, after—alengthy
survey, can give you a comprehensive answer.
First are
assembly line jobs. After that: self-service
elevator attendant; typists in a pool; bank guard; copy
machine
operator; key punch operator; toll collector; car
watcher
In a tunnel; file clerk, and finally—are you
ready for
1
this?—housewife.
In London, England, union supermarket clerks
got so
furious over stalled contract negotiations that
they
threatened to refuse to mark up price rises on
groceries.
(St. Louis Labor Tribune)

-.Fat I ha)e receily....! the 23ora -that :which atm) I
yon.--f Corinthians T1 :23,

have delivered unto

We are delivery men,and our main
business in life
is to receive the blessings of God and pass
them on to
.others.

Dear Editor:
Ctn Friday October 12, 1973, in
your paper, you ran a news
article about Mr. Robert E.
Rehm sending each member of
Local Union No. 665 URW a
letter concerning a wage offer
that was rejected by the Union.
Now to set the record straight
I feel that I should explain to the
coinzatunty the whole story.
Myself, Vice-President; David
Herndon, Marvin Burkhardt;
Field Representative, and five
division representative met
with the Company June 27, and
28 to exchange proposals and
give each party an opportunity
to review the other sides
proposals before vacation shut
down. Then on July 24, we
started negotiations again.
From that day until August 31,
we met a total of 25 days. Some
of these days were. 10 and 12
hour days. However, when
negotiations broke off on August
31, the Union still had 630
unresolved issues on the table.
It was our understanding
from the' first day of
negotiations that neither party
would let out information
regarding negotiations. The
reason I bring this out is
because we as a Union believe it
is our business and no one
else's, as to what happens in
contract negotiations. But it
appears as though Mr. Rehm
wants to try his utmost to have
the community think that the
only issue is wages. This is far
from being so. I also believe
that Mr. Rehm should do his
negotiating with the Union and
not the general public.
I will attempt to explain some
of the issues involved in this
strike. 1. Wages: True we want
and expect to get the extra 10
cents per hour that Union City
plant got. Because after all
Maintenance men there before
the last wage increase
were making 17 cents per hour
more than our Maintenance
men. So, should we not receive
the extra 10 cents, then we
would be 27 cent per hour
behind them. Also at the Union
City plant some of their Tire
Builders are making in excess
of $6.00 per hour. While our Tire
Builders can only make $4.54
per hour. And Mr. Rehm says
that to offer more would place
the Mayfield plant -in a poor

competitive position." Well,
figures speak for themselves,
and I will let you figure out who
is staying competitive, and this
difference in pay. 2. We asked
for an "Employee Benefit
Man": This was and has been
granted each local in General
Master
the
Tire since
Agreement was signed between
General Tire and Local 9,
Akron, Ohio and Local 312
Waco, Texas. However,* the
Company choose not to grant us
this man. 3. We also asked for
the same night shift bonus that
Waco received. 4. Time and a
half for Saturday as such. 5. One
additional Holiday. 6. Change
the number of hours an employee could work on a Holiday
and not have it deducted from
his Holiday pay. 7. One week of
additional vacation after ten
years of service. 8. A bonus
system for employees who
worked every day or were paid
for them by the company for
reasons covered under the
contract, by granting them an
additional week of vacation. 9.
Vacation coverage relief, so
that an employee could take his
vacations when he wants then
and not when the other employees will agree to work every
day, 12 hours a day, to cover
him. 10. Down time vs. Past
average. This is a payment that
would guarantee each employee
on production his top money
should his machine break down
and he be put on another job by
the Company. This is only one
example and there are several
others. The other General
plants have this and we believe
very strongly that we should
also. We believe we are just as
important as any employee in
Akron or Waco. 11. Two extra
classifications in the Maintenance and Janitor Department. 12. How to assign
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Maintenance and Janitor
employees to Departments. 13.
Our past agreement gave the
Company the right to use salary
employees to do experimental
work. We want this deleted. 14.
That the Passenger Tire
Machines be in separate
classification instead of them
all being in one. Because the
Tire builders lose too much
money when they are moved
from one kind of a machine to
another. This is only half of the
issues involved, but we consider
them to be the most important.
We only want what is fair for
our members'. We don't, with
the wildest imagination, believe
our proposals to be unfair or
unrealistic.
We only ask you one question.
When you go to buy a Tire, can
you get it any cheaper if it is
made in Mayfield, Akron, or
Union City? We believe not.
So in closing, we ask the
business people in our community as well as all the general
public to—let the members of
Local 665 deal with General
Tire in this dispute, so that they
may obtain some of the benefits
that other Tire plants have.
Because after all, there
is
and only should be 1350 people
who have the right to express
their views on the situation,
because they will have to work
the next three years under the
terms of the next agreement
between Local 665 and General
Tire whenever it is signed.
I am riot trying to persuade
the opinion of anyone who does
not work at General Tire
because I firmly believe it is our
fight and not yours. But I did
believe that you should be told
that there are more issues involved other than wages.
Sincerely,
George Miller, Preiddent
Local Union No. NIWRW

Isn't It The Truth!
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by Carl Riblet Jr.
Lives there a man who has Irver succumbed to
temptation? If the4 is, then either he hates women
or he hates to say "yes," and it follows, therefore,
that he is perfectly willing to take "no" for an answer.

is temptation to one
who fears temptation."
—French proverb
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DATSUN

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

753-7114

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.
Industrial Rd.
753-1319
GO TIGERS!!!

TABER'S

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

BODY SHOP

Chestnut St.
753-5434
Open 6:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
"Everything Baked Fresh
Daily"

24-Hour Wrecker Senice
1301 Chestnut
Phone 753-3134
If no answer 753-3303
7534177

CLAUDE VAUGHN
PLUMBING &
HEATING

PURDOM-THURMAN
INS. and
REAL ESTATE

501 N. 4th
--Sailbride Court Square

Murray, Ky.
753-6168
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ELECTRIC SYSTEM

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

400 Olive

512 S. 12th
We support the Tigers

753-5041

GO! GO! GO!

Murray High Majorettes

E CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER
808 CHESTNUT STREET
PHONE 502 753-0425
WAYNE PERRIN
CATHY PERRIN

Bel-Air Shopping Center

'OWNERS

"Study to show thyself
approved...'
2 Tim. 2:15

James D. Clopton Division

CORVETTE LANES

FREED COTHAM CO.
Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937
802 Chestnut
"Join us after the game "
WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES

HOLTON & MELUGIN
INSURANCE
AGENCY

INCORPOR AT ED

Chorce For
Fine Printing"
102 NORTH 4TH STREET
PHONE 753-6387
FAST PRINT COPY
CENTER •
While You Wan
Copying and Duplicating
50443 MAIN STREET
PHONE 753-4662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The Businessman 's

conoorat

The Marra) High Nlajorettes are, left to right, Becky Thornton. Tuna
Carroll, Traca Walker, Vickie White, Phyllis Tibbs. Lisa
McReynolds.

206 Main St.
753-3415

BANK OF MURRAY

MURRAY HIGH

TIr

KICKOFF
14.m. at
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VS.
KELLY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL

HOPKINSVILLE

-

Holland Stadium
Murray
CENTRAL

PENALTY
DECLINED

,JIGERS
Support Your Tiger Téàm

C

CINIMAS

OCTOBER 19th

Re %Neel. RNA.

752-1111

GO TIGERS!!!
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Mets Even Series At 2-2
With 6-1 Victory Tuesda
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — Something finally has taken the play
away from the Oakland A's internal battles—Rusty Staub's
bat.
The A's, who have grabbed
most of the headlines lately
with juicy stories of clubhouse
unrest, at last took a back seat
in the World Series to the New
York Mets Wednesday night.
Providing some news of his
own, Staub dismissed a painful
right shoulder and knocked in
five runs to help the Mets beat
the A's 6-1 and square the bestof-seven series at two games
apiece
"I did a lot of work during
batting practice and did several
things to adjust for my sore
shoulder," said Staub after hitting a three-run homer and
two-run single.
He wouldn't say, but whatever it was that Staub did, it
worked wonders.
"Under the circumstances,
my performance was unbelievely satisfying," said Staub, who
also had two hits and a walk in
a 4-for-4 night. "When you've
been playing in the big leagues
for about 11 years and always
wanted to play in a World
Series, well, this is a great,
great feeling."
Staub's shoulder has been a
daily topic since last week,
when he hurt it while making a
stunning catch in the National
League playoffs against the
Cincinnati Reds.
He still can't throw well—but,
obviously, he can hit. Even if it
is to the opposite field.
"I hit a fastball," he said
about the clout over the leftcenter field fence at Shea Stadium off Ken Holtzman in the
first inning. "I hit the ball perfectly so that it could carry
that way. I knew the wind was
gusting out there.
"I thought, though, that it
would fall between the fielders.
I was kind of surprised when it

went over the fence. I was running as hard as I could because
I wasn't sure it was out. It was
the first ball I've hit out since
the shoulder injury--and obviously,(the wind helped."
The blast was the beginning
of the end for Holtzman, the
A's winner in the opening game
of the World Series last Saturday. After the 20-game-winning
left-hander walked John miler
and gave up a single to Jerry
Grote, he took a shower.
Staub's two-run single highlighted a three-run fturth inning that was mere iAng tor
young Jon Matlack's first
World Series victory.
Thfpower-throwing left-hander limited the A's to merely
one unearned run and three
hits before leaving with a stiff
shoulder after eight innings.
"I learned a little about the
A's in the first game and used
it to my advantage tonight,"
said Matlack, the losing pitcher
in game No. 1.
Matlack considered Wednesday night's assignment more
important than the opener last
Saturday in Oakland "because
we were down two games to
one Wednesday nightand would
have been just about out of it
with a loss."
He encountered rough going
in only one inning—the fourth,
when the A's scored their only
run with the help of a New
York error.
After Joe Ruth struck out, Sal
Bando reached first on Wayne
Gatrett's boot and went tiff third
on a single by Reggie Jackson.
Then Bando came home as
(',ene Tenace bounced out to
short.
Malikack, last year's Rookie
of the Year in the National
League, couldn't finish, though.
His arm stiffened and he had to
watch the ninth inning from the
bench.
"My shoulder was really
tight out there," said Matlack.
"It impaired my throwing. It
took something off my fastball

University Inn Restaurant
309 No, 16th Street

Is Now Open Under New Management
NEW OWNERS: RAPHAEL (Little Refe) Jones
Beginning Thursday, October 18. we will be open....
6:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Weekdays
6:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. Fri. & Sat.
WE SPECIALIZE IN.,,,PLATE LUNCHES, CHARBROILED STEAKS AND HAMBURGERS.

because I couldn't come around
over the top—I had to throw
three-quarter arm."
Ray Sadecki pitched the
ninth, but gave New York Manager Yogi Berra some anxious
moments before nailing it
down. He loaded the bases with
two out before striking out Bert
Campaneris as most of the paid
54,817 fans roared their approval.
One of the few who wasn't
roaring was sitting near the
Oakland dugout—A's owner
Charles 0. Finley. For a
change, he wasn't the center of
attention.
Finley had started a cause
celebre earlier in this Series by
"firing" Mike Andrews for
making two costly errors in
Sunday's 10-7 loss to the Mets
in Oakland.
Although Andrews was back
in uniform Wednesday night
after Baseball Commissioner

Bowie Kuhn ordered him reinstated, the A's were still smoldering with unrest. Oakland
Manager Dick Williams was so
fed up with the situation that
he reportedly decided to quit
his job after this World Series.
Andrews made his first appearance since Sunday, in a
pinch-hitting role, and grounded
out in the eighth inning. He received a standing ovation from
the sympathtic fans when he
stepped to the plate and a hefty
reaction after he went out.
"It was great—just great,"
Andrews said about the crowd's
hurrahs. "I don't think I've every had cheers like that before.
I should have acknowledged it,
I guess, but I had only thought
when I went up to bat and that
was to get a hit."
The series continues tonight
in football-like weather as New
York's Jerry Koosman faces
Oakland's Vida Blue in another
duel of left-handers.

Knudson Opens Defense
Of Kaiser Open Today
NAPA, Calif. I AP) — Canadian George Knudson opened
defense of his Kaiser International Open golf title today
with high hopes for a career
first, upusual health and a new
diet.
The 72-hole test, offering
$150,000 in total money with
930,000 to the winner, began today on two courses at the Silverado Country Club with the 36year-old Winnipeg native seeking his eighth American tour
title.
"I've never successfully defended a title," the soft-spoken
Knudson said before teeing off
today. "But I'm definitely affected by my surroundings.
Knudson, a regular on the
American tour since 1961, had
his best season last year with
more than $74,000 in prize money.
This season, however, he's
been bothered by a variety of
injuries and ailments.
Chronic back trouble hampered him most of the season.
He finally got that solved and
had his season-high finishfourth—in the Greater Milwaukee Open. The next week
he broke a bone in his right
foot.
"I've had no trouble
with my back since I stopped
eating meat back in May. No
meat at all. I'm eating a lot of
fish and Italian food, but no
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meat. And I've had no trouble
with my back."
With many glamor names
missing, Knudson *ratSithOtifii
large group of likely contenders
in a wide-open field.
The top six money-winners
this year—Jack Nicklaus, Australian Bruce Crampton, Tom
Weiskopf, Lee Trevino, Billy
Casper and Lanny Wadkins—
along with Arnold Palmer and
South African Gary Player are
skipping this event for one reason or another.
In addition to Knudson, some
of the standouts include U.S.
Open champion Johnny Miller,
veteran Gene Littler, $100,000
winners Hale Irwin and Forrest
Fezler, Hubert Green, a twottme winner this season, and
former PGA champion Dave
Stockton.

Watkins Cup
Regatta Held
Last Weekend
The annual Watkins Cup
Sailing Regatta was held last
weekend in storm Conditions,
which tested the skill and endurance of both the sailors and
their boats. Well attended by
both local and visiting sailors,
this colorful event provided
both excitement and interest at
Kenlake Marina and the
surrounding waters of Kentucky Lake.
True to tradition, nature
cooperated by providing a
howling wind and rain storm for
the first trial of the 22 cruising
boats which participated in the
races. Winds blowing straight
from the south soon piled up
heavy waves which added to the
excitement and the first leg of
the 30 mile race was sailed into
the teeth of both the waves and
wind. Soon after the start one of
the boats suffered a dismasting
and had to retire.
In contrast, Sunday's race
was held in almost total calm
and drifting conditions, which
frustrated the patience of those
sailing. The race was shortened
when any significant wind
failed to materialize by noon
Sunday.
Dr. Eli Khouri and Mr. Max
Ladt, both of Paducah, won the
event in their 30 foot Morgan
sloop. In doing so, they took a
clean sweep of the two major
sailing events held in this area
after having won the Governor's Cup Regatta last spring.
Conditions for the two events
were almost identical and the
experience gained earlier in the
year assisted in their second
winning performance.
Craig Riddle of Madisonville,
was second and Jack Dewitt of
Nashville was third.
Both
Riddle and Dewitt are highly
skilled sailors and consistent
winners. Their abilities were
well demonstrated in these
races.
Craig Riddle was Chairman
of the Regatta and responsible
for its smooth functioning and
Mr. Dewitt-is m-nnwxlete of the
Club. Charles -Manion of
Evansville took fourth place
honors with an exceptional
sailing performance in the light
airs Sunday.
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Cold Weather Has Little Effect On Mets' Lefties
NEW YORK (AP) — New
York Mets left-handers are a
weird breed.
While everybody at Shea Stadium was watching the summer sport dressed in their winter clothes, the Mets left-handed pitchers and Rusty Staub defied the elements.
"I grew up pitehing in this
weather," said southpaw Jon
Matlack, a native of Westchester, Pa. "We didn't see a

Volleyball
Team To Go
To Memphis
Murray State' women's
volleyball team will travel to
Memphis this weekend to play
in the 16 team Mid-South Invitational Volleyball Tournament.
The teams, some of which are
the finest in the nation, come
from five states and are
grouped into four divisions.
Division one includes Murray,
Memphis State, Austin -Peay
and Lambuth.
Division two features UTKnoxville, Mississippi State
College for Women, Union
College, and Middle Tennessee.
The third division has
Eastern, UT-Martin, Tennessee
Tech, and Southwestern.
Division four includes Southwest Missouri, Peabody,
Florence State, and Jackson
State.
The winner of each division
will play each other . with a
Araphy going to the winner and
runner-up. The same will be
done for the loser's bracket.
Eight players will be chosen
for the all-tournament team.
Coach Nan Ward says, "This
tournament will be the biggest
we'll play in all year. It will be
much stronger than the state
tournament."
Before playing in the roundrobin tournament, Murray and
Eastern will pair off in a grudge
match. For the past two years,
Eastern has been state
champions and last season
participated in the Women's
National Volleyball Tournament. Murray has been state
runner-up for the pest t*o
seasons.

lot of it this season, but it
doesn't bother me."
Matlack made believers of
54,817 fans, who were bundled
up in the 51-degree temperature
that was more suitable for a
meeting of the polar bear club
than a baseball game.
The hard-throwing Matlack
shackled the A's on three hits,
ran his string of innings in
which he hasn't yielded an
earned run to 23 and stopped
Oakland 6-1. The 70th World
Series is now even at two
games apiece with a sixth
game now a .certainty in the
sunny, warm climes of Oakland.
"I didn't mind the cold
weather," said Ray Sadecki,
who relieved Matlack at the
start of the ninth when Jon's
arm stiffened up.
"Jon might have had more
trouble," said Sadecki, who
gave up two singles and a
walk, but shut the door by fanning Tuesday night's hero, Bert
Campaneris, to end the game.
Staub, the only player on the
field who was not wearing a
sweatshirt under his uniform,
must have sent shivers up the
spines of the A's pitchers.
He strode out of the heated
Mets dugout five times and got
on base every time. The first
time he touched all the bases,.
circling them after blasting
starter Ken Holtzman for a
first-inning three-run homer.
"I haven't hit the ball out
since I hurt my shoulder," said
Staub, who injured his right

shoulder colliding with Shea
stadium's right field fence in
the fourth game of the National
League playoffs against the
Cincinnati Reds.
Staub's homerless streak ended none too soon for Matlack,
who pitched six innings in the
series opener and lost it on two
unearned runs.
"That homer relieved the
pressure," said Matlack. "It's
easier to pitch with a one-run
lead than be 0-0. You can be
more aggressive. You're not
afraid to make a chancey
pitch."
The Mets, 1111fin the National League in regular season
homers, have now hit four
while the supposedly power-hitting A's have none.

"I hope Rusty stays hot,"
said tonight's starting pitcher,
Jerry Koosman, who also
throws baseballs with his left
hand.
"I think he's swinging the bat
great. I can't see his shoulder
bothering him too much. Maybe
that was just overplayed for
Oakland."
Having a hot Staub on another expected cold night is just
what Koosrnan wants. "I like
the cold weather. I'm, from
Minnesota, you know. I feel
very confident," said Koosman,
who lasted )ust 2 1-3 innings in
Sunday's game, in which New
York rallied to win 10-7 in 12
innings. "I've only pitched one
game this season as bad as
that one."
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TENNIS
MANILA.— Hans Polunsann
of West Germany upset fifthseeded Charles Pasarell of
Puerto Rico 6-1, 2-6, 6-2 and
moved into the quarter-finals of
the Manila Tennis Tournament.
NEW DELHI- Indian Jasjit
Singh defeated second-seeded
Brian Gottfried of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 3-6, 6-4, 6-3 and advanced to the quarter-finals of
the Indian Grand Prix International tennis tournament.
130CA RATON, Fla. — Mona
Shallau of Iowa City, Iowa upset third-seeded Rosemary Casals 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 in a $110,000
women's pro tennis tourney,
while second-seeded Australian
Margaret Court withdrew from
the field with a stomach ailment.
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Air Adjust
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Shock Absorbers
take the
load off!
Just add air to level your car
when you tow or overload!

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Co;dwater Road Near 5 Points Murray
Phone 753-3164
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 —
Sat. 7:30-5:00
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Murray High Tigers To Take On
Hopkinsville Team Friday Night
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
After holding top-ranked
Paducah Tilghman -scoreless
for two full quarters last
Friday, the Murray High Tigers
will host the Hopkinsville Tigers
this week at Holland Stadium.
Although the Tigers fell to
Paducah last week 27-0, they did
give the Tornado one of the
better games it has seen all
season, especially from a Class
A team.
The Hopkinsville team, now 44 in season play, was
demolished by the Big Blue
Machine 41-3, but did manage to
score three of the 16 total points
recorded all season by Tilghman opponents.
In the only other common foe
of the two teams, Hoptown
wiped out Mayfield earlier in
the season 21-2. Mayfield
defeated Murray High 21-12, in
the third game of the season.

Murray High will take a 3-3-1
worksheet into Friday's game
with Hopkinsville, with wins
over Heath, Fulton, and
Bowling Green, losses to
Mayfield, Trigg, and Tilghman,
and a season-opening tie with
Reidkind.
Defensively, the Tigers were
led last week by Steve Porter,
with 17 tackles, six unassisted.
Tony Thompson had 11 tackles,
Tony Boone had eight , Brad
Barnett and Eli Alexander had
six each, and Doug Shelton and
Craig Suiter had five each.
Hopkinsville has taken
defeats from Elizabethtown ( 134) Tilghman, Madisonville ( 70), and Caldwell ( 14-0). They
have won over Henderson City
(35-0), Christian County 7-61,
Clarksville (20-14),
and
Mayfield.
The Hoptown offense has
scored 86 points this year while
the defense has allowed 97.

Quarterback David Bostick,
who also handles the kicking
chores, and halfback Ken
Chapman, a 180-pound senior,
are tied as the team's leading
scorers with 24 points each this
year.
Halfback Winky Dawson has
scored only one touchdown this
year, but is quick on his feet and
has lots of speed to turn on.
Fullback Eddie Yokum doesn't
score very much, and is used
mainly as a blocking back for
the other runners.
Bostick likes to throw to split
end Jeff Doss and tight end
Henry Lake, and is billed as a
better-than-average high school
passer.
With each team's performances against common
foes, Mayfield and Tilghman, it
is hard to pick a winner. The
Friday night match-up may
well be one of the better games
of the year for Tiger fans.

Williams Reported Leaving

A's Say Play Not Effected
By Controversy Over Andrews

95
FOR
ONLY

95

tto

NEW YORK ( AP)—The Oakland A's say their manager,
Dick Williams, is quitting after
the World Series and that
they're still mad at owner
Charles 0. Finley for "firing"
infielder Mike Andrews.---So it's a little hard toteliever
them when they say the controversy isn't affecting their
play in the deadlocked Series
with the New York Meta.
Andrews rejoined the team
Wednesday at the direction of
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn. He immediately held a
news conference and said he
had been under extreme duress
from Finley when he signed a
statement saying he had a bad
arm.
Williams wouldn't say he was
leaving, but second baseman
Dick Green and others confirmed that the skipper told the
tearn in a meeting Tuesday
that he would quit after the
Series—win or lose.
-He did say: 'I won't be back
next year,— Green said, "and
if we repeat it, he'll deny it."
Williams did deny it.
There was speculation that
Williams would become manager of the New York Yankees,
succeeding Ralph Houk, who
went to the Detroit Tigers.
"1 haven't talked to them
They haven't talked to me,",
Williams said. "Right now I am
the manager of the Oakland A's
and that's it. Next year is next
year."
A Yankee spokesman said

illy

"Fire . . Explosion .
Robbery. . Accidents!"
Yes, a businessman is
faced with many risks of
loss.
Fortunately, a
package insurance policy
covering
property
destruction, crime, public
liability, etc. is available at
reasonable premiums from
Murray Insurance Agency,

INSURANCE AGENCY
BEL Allt CENTER

7534751

tersely: "Williams is under
contract to Oakland."
Finley was quoted Wednesday night as saying he would
not stand in Williams' way if
the Yankees made an approach. He said Williams is under contract through 1974.
The Minneapolis Tribune
Finley as saying
quoted
"There's a certain amount of
glamor to working in New
York. Maybe this interests
him."
The A's were in a state of
personnel corillict.
Outfielder Reggie Jackson reiterated that "I want to be
traded. I'd love to play in New
York."
Third baseman Sal Bando
said: "If I got traded; I
wouldn't be disappointed."
But through it all, the A's
claimed to be oblivious as far
as their on-the-field war with
the Mets is concerned. "It will
have no affect on the team,"
Green said of Williams' expected resignation. "Most of us

Anew it was coming three or
four weeks ago."
Williams said before the
game that he didn't think the
Andrews affair would affect
morale. He inserted Andrews
as a pinch-hitter in the eighth
inning and Andrews got a
standing ovation from the
crowd, both before and after he
grounded out.
"It was great, just great," he
said of the ovation. "I've never
had one before. I should have
acknowledged it when I went to
the plate but I was just concentrating on getting a hit."
A newsman asked Williams
what Finley would say if Andrews was used as a pinch hitter. "Mr. Finley doesn't run
this ball club on the field. I
do,•' Williams said. "Mr. Finley
tends to his business and lets
me tend to mine."
Despite his reinstatement,
Andrews said he did not expect
to be back with the team next
year. -As for retiring, well, I
don't know," he said. "That
will take a lot of thinking."

BOSTON ( AP) — Bobby Hull,
the former Golden Jet of the
National Hockey League's Chicago Black Hawks, finally
knows what it feels like to win
at Boston Garden as a playercoach in the World Hockey
Association.

However, the Jets came back in
the final period.
Danny Johnson tied the score
on a 2-on-1 break at 10:10 of the
third session and Chris Bordeleau put the Jets in front for
good on a 35-foot screen shot
less than two minutes later.
Norm Beaudin added an in"This game gives us a real
big boost," Hull said Wednes- surance tally at 19:40 after the
day night after the Winnipeg Whalers had pulled Smith in faJets ended a hex and defeated vor of a sixth skater
the New England Whalers 3-1
Aeros 7,Am=
on three third period goals.
Young Mark Rowe scored Ms
Hull and his Jets had been frustrated by the Whalers in six first two World Hockey AssociBoston appearances last season ation goals and assisted on anas the Whalers won the WHA's other, while Frank Hughes
first World Cup. New England recorded his fifth and sixth of
whipped Winnipeg in the final the season in leading Houston
Aeros to a 7-2 triumph over the
playoff last May.
Vancouver Blazers.
In the only other WHA game
The Aeros took a 5-0 lead
Wednesday night, the Houston after two periods to help rookie
Aeros crushed the Vancouver goaltender Ron Grahame win
Blazers 7-2.
his first professional game.
The Whalers, taking the ice
Andre Hinse opened the scorwith a 3-1-1 record, grabbed a ing at 5:41 of the first period,
1-0 first period lead as Tommy Just 1:44 before Howe's first
Webster intercepted a pass and goal. Ted Taylor and Gordon
scored just 22 seconds after the Labossiere also tallied "for
opening face-off.
Houston in the first period before Howe and Hughes took
With goalie Al Smith playing over.
his usual fine game, the WhaTwo late goals by Vanlers appeared in command en- couver's Danny Lawson were
route to extending their 14- too little too late for the Blazgame unbeaten strinf at home. ers.

Staub Leads Mets To Series
cPO
RTS
Win Despite Injured Shoulder
kJURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES
Paducah-Madisonville
Match Tops State Play
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
The "Game of the Year" between Paducah Tilghman and
Madispnville, both unbeaten
and untied, highlights this
weekend's Kentucky high
school football card.
Also are included are five
other games where teams with
flawleIs records are in action,
as well as the state's trio who
have been tied, but haven't
tasted defeat.
Those are Bishop David at
Jeffersontown, Dixie Heights at
Newport, Paris Host to Harrodsburg, Louisa at Paintsville,
Elkhorn City host to Johns
Creek, Danville host to Jessamine County, Boyd County host
to Fleming County and Todd
Central at Christian County.
Danville, Boyd County and
Todd Central have been tied,
Danville three times.
Other top games in the state
include Russell at Madison Central, Beechwood at Bellevue in
district championship play, and
Franklin-Simpson at Glasgow.
Nothing could be tighter than
a comparison of Madisonville
and Tilghman in this year's Associated Press State Football
Poll. Each has been No. 1 for
three weeks and the two were
tied in the seventh.

Rupp Refuses
To Discuss
Coach Rumors
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky's
legendary former basketball
coach, Adolph Rupp, has refused to talk about rumors he
will take a job this fall as head
coach at Duke University.
A Duke official, second graf.
Spelling first name "Adolph"
sted "Adolf."

NEW YORK (API — Rusty
Staub is man who lives with
pain—"there is only a small
fraction of time there is not a
hurt somewhere"—but today he
found it all worthwhile.
"This is the greatest thing
that ever happened to me—I
can't explain the thrill I have
experienced," said the 200pound right fielder of the New
York Mets, hero of a 6-1 victory
over the Oakland Athletics
Wednesday night that tied the
World Series at two games
apiece.
"People were getting down
on me. I could just feel it. They
wondered whether I could
throw off all those injuries.
They wondered if I was breaking apart.
"Now to have a night like
this—to prove something which
I never doubted—gives me a
satisfaction that is hard to de-

Tilghman has thrashed seven
opponents with an average of
36 points a game, never scoring
less than 21, while allowing
them to put only two touchdowns and a field goal on the
boards.
Madisonville has stopped
eight rivals this season, scoring
246 points to a mere 49 for all
foes and allowing more than
one touchdown only in the 41-14
opener over Harrison County in
the Recreation Bowl.
Against the only common opponent, Tilghman fared by far
the better and hence was
rated No. 1 among Class As
schools by the Associated
A stab of pain shot through
Press.
his shoulder every time he
Four weeks ago, the Tornado swung the bat and prickles of
roared 31-3 over Hopkinsville pain jabbed his once shattered
and the following weekend, in hands but Rusty came through
the rain, Madisonville squeezed for the Mets.
He slashed a home fun over
past the Tigers 7-0 for a curthe 371-foot mark in deep leftrent No. 3 rating in the state.
In other games, points of in- center field in the first inning,
scoring three runs. He walked
terest include:
—A rnatchup of Paris' spec- the next time up, then rifled
tacular running back, Manzell consecutive singles into right,
Robinson, and the state's lead- field, center field and lefting scorer, Bo Yeast of Har- center field.
The final accounting gave
rodsburg. Yeast's Pioneers
were beaten for the first time him credit for driving in five of
last weekend after winning sev- the Mets' six runs and a perfect 4-for-4 evening at bat. A
en in a row.
—The throwing of Drexel left-handed batter renowned as
Short of Louisa, now 7-0 on the a pull hitter, he sprayed his
season, against -Paintsville's shots to the .opposite field.
"It was the result of a lot of
speedy 175-pound running back,
Tommy Deakins. The Tigers work, a lot of concentration, a
have won six in a row after an lot of batting practice," he
said. "I just adjusted to the
early loss to Hazard.
—The Russell Red Devils, un- conditions."
The conditions were a badly
defeated except for one venture
oat of the state, against a po- bruised shoulder, suffered in
tent offensive machine at Madi- the fourth National League
playoff game against Cincinnati
son Central.
—The once-beaten Beechwood at Shea Stadium when a shot
Beechies trying to untrack by the Reds' Dsa Deinsen sent
Bellevue's district champion- him banging amid the right
ship hopes in what was sup- field wall.
Last season Staub's hands—
posed to be a rebuilding year
his livelihood—were so damfor Coach Leulyn Bishop.
aged through pitched balls and

operations that many wondered
if the end of his career might
close at hand.
After playing the second
game in pain at Oakland, Staub
flew back to New York on the
pre= plane—overnight,some 12.
hours ahead of his teammates—and staged a solo workout at Shea Stadium.
"I can't explain what I did,
but I adjusted," he said. "I
studied what I would have to do
to compensate for my shoulder
Pain? I'd prefer not to talk
about it."
He hit three home runs in the
playoff series with Cincinnati,
like Wednesday night's blow,
all off left-handers.

"I never knew • ARO*
could put one out of the park or
not," he said. "Not since I ran
into the wall have I been able
to put one out of the park—not
even in batting practice."
Staub said he was "shocked
and disappointed" when he was
traded to the Mets by Montreal
in 1972. He thought his world
had collapsed. Now he realizes
his fears were unfounded.
"This is bigger than I thought
it could eVer be," he said. "I
have never played on a team
that played .500 ball before.
Now it is wonderful to be a
part of this Mets' team, everybody working as a unit, everybody so eager and confident."

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A string of 11 points in the
The Virginia Squires are hav- third quarter gave Denver a
ing problems and Coach Al 23-point lead and Utah never got
Bianchi doubts if one of them bock into the game as the
can be solved--stopping Ken- Rockets took over first place.
tucky's Dan Wel.
Dave Robisch paced Denver
"1 don't think anyone has fig- with 24 points. Ron Boone led
ured out a way to stop Dan Is- Utah with 20.
let," said Bianchi after unbeatTams IN, Cougars 95
en Kentucky beat the winless
Memphis trailing 74-46 after
Squires 116-106 Wednesday three quarters pulled out a vicnight. "Come to think of it, I tory against Carolina with a big
doubt if there is a way."
fourth quarter in which guard
In two other American Bas- Ted McClain scored 15 points
ketball Association games,Mo- and made four steals. Johnny
ver replaced Utah in &A piece Neumann was the top Memphis
in the West by beating OW aeorar, with 24 points. Ted
St= 112-97 oil
Owens topped Carolina with V
-hipped Carolina ANIL
points.
Milwaukee troaked
—1111acks 1116, Warriors IPS
State 109-95 and Kansas CityMilwaukee scored seven
Omaha nipped Seattle 108-106 in straight points late in the third
the only National Basketball quarter to build a 6610 lead
Association action.
over Golden State to 73-60 and
Lssel had solid help as the coast to victory. Kareem AnColonels, who lost to Indiana in del-Jabber led the winners with
the ABA final playoffs last 22 points while Jim Barnett
year, ran their record to 3-0 topped the Warriors with M.
and left the Squires 0-5. Louie
Kings la, Saperfissiai iN
Dampier scored 27 point while
Nate Archibald made four
Artis Gilmore scored 16 points foul shots in the closing seconds
and grabbed 16 rebounds. to lift Kansas City-Omaha over
Gervin led Virginia Seattle. Archibald led the Kings
Vies 19 points.
with 27 points. Spencer
Haywood topped Settle with 31.
Rackets 112, Stars 97

Standings
By THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. 0 B
Boston
2 0 1.000
New- York
2 I .667
Philadelphia
1 2 .333
Buffalo
I 3 .250 2 Central Division
Houston
3 2 .600 —
'Atfahta •
2 2 .500 402
Cleveland
0 2 000 11
/
2.
Capital
0 3 000 2
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
1
750
3
3 1
K.0 Omaha
750
Chicago
2 2 500
Detroit
2 2 500
Pacific Division
1 0 1 000
Portland
2 1 667 1
Los Angeles
Seattle
1 2 500 1 . .
1
Golden St
2 333 1
Phoenix
1
2 333 1
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee 109, Golden State
95
Kansas City Omaha 108
Seattle 106
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Boston
New York at Cleveland
Capital at Chicago
Milwaukee at Detroit
Seattle at Los Acgeles
Kansas City-Omaha at Port
land
ABA
East Division
W L Pct GB
Kentucky
3 01000
Carolina
3 1 .750
'
New York
2 1 .667 1
1
2 .333 2
Memphis
Virginia
0 5 .000 A
West Division
Denver
3 1 .750 Indiana
2 1 667 ' 2
Utah
3 2 600 ' 7
San Diego
1
2 .333 Ii
San Antonio
4 200 2' 7
1
Wednesday's Games
Kentucky 116. Virginia 106
Carolina 108, Memphis 95
Denver 112, Utah 97
Thursday's Games
San Antonio at Memphis
Friday's Games
Kentucky ,/s
Carolina.
Greensboro
Memphis a' New York
San Anton" vs Virgima
Hampton
Utah at Indiana
Denver af San Diego

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

RAYON BELTED - 2+2 RAYON CORD
v 12/32" Tread Depth
v 78 Series Design

Wide 7 Rib Tread
New Car Whitewall

E78-14

G78-14

F78-14

G18-15

* All Tires plus F.E.T. of '2.31 to '3.12

* No Money Down
* 6 Months to Pay * No Finance Charge
(With Approved Credit)'

For the Resident's of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER-TO'CALL

753-6434

Phone 753-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points • Murray
Hours. Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5.30 — Sat 7:30-5.00
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FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1973
Do not jeopardize a fine opARIES
portunity to stabilize your
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gY)Ar----%
Be alert to those who would REAL interests through inmislead you, do not expect too difference and DO by-pass
much in the way of help from nonessentials. Have a try at an
others and do not scatter eye-catching new method.
energies...Taking such per- SAGITTARIUS
cautions, you can make a good ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Rule out extremes and risky
go of things.
chance-taking. Maintain a
TAURUS
steady hand, a watchful eye and
(Apr. 21 to May 20
a determinapon not to forsake
Searching for offbeat avenues principles. Some misleading
toward achievement could lead influences poevail.
you astray now. Do the best you CAPRICORN
can in your own field and gains
/14"%111.
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 16:
will be yours.
Some past agreements may
have to be revised, strengthGEMINI
ened. Competition should
May 22 to June 21)
',Let your instincts guide you •nliven the day in an interesting
now since your chances of at- ,nd challenging manner. Be
taining goaLs are excellent. esponsive to new ideas.
(i
Imagination and a little daring AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
- could pay off handsomely.
Consider all propositions and
suggestions offered, but do not
CANCER
be inveigled into anything that's
(June 22 to July 23)
Patience will be needed in a NOT up your alley. Fine infew tricky spots but day, on the fluences stimulate your amwhole, has a big potential. bition.
Avoid undue haste, anxiety. PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You CAN deliver the goods.
Excellent opportunities inLEO
dicated, but they may not all be
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
on the surface. You will have to
Tackle that difficult job seek some out for yourself.
you've been postponing, and Control annoyance with "lesser
your anxieties will vanish. lights."
Facing a problem head-on is
YOU BORN TODAY are
half its solution.
endowed with zestful enthusiasm, a fine mind and an
VIRGO
V'4:4,
unusually strong sense of
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
•
There will be tendencies to justice. You like people, can be
tremendous
help
in
rush into visionary schemes, a
inpulsiveness generally. Avoid! organizational work, and your
Put your guard up early, and thoughtful opinions, coupled
with your fair-mindedness,
KEEP it up!
would help you to excel as either
LIBRA
a lawyer or jurist. Your
'
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .11.-r2E
—4
practical and artistic gifts go
You may have to accomplish hand in hand and if you are
more than anticipated, but do engaged in a prosaic ocnot let anything stymie you or cupation, you might take up one
your enthusiasm. Stars are on qf the arts as a pastime. Many
your side.
noted statesmen, musicians,
SCORPIO
illustrators and designers have
(r Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
been Libra-born.

III
III
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
III
III
III
III
Ill

11!
III
Ill
Ill

!!!
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'One of the greatest value events of the year! We're out for a record-breaking Fall.
And that means fabulous values on new RCA Color and Black & White TVs and Audio products.
Get in on the big values during RCA Week—today! Values like these can't last!

644
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Ill

111
Ill
II
Ill
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II
Ill

Ill
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'SS

Ill

Sears

55,

••

In

SAVE 40%

III

ON 2nd TIRE

III
S II

Limited
Time I RCA XL-COLOR TV
'

IN
Ill

Only!

MIOIJIGN
t340]

for '74 and only••2•S
I new
•
Solid state in many key areas.

1.•
One - set fine tuning
• Accu Color

picture tube for lifelike color

When you buy let tire at regular price

!ye

New Radial"36"Tires

Spanish console stereo with
phono AM-FM Stereo radio
and 8 Track stereo tape player

TION

Dimensia IV Spatial Sound new
from RCA to give you an en
hanced stereo effect that sur
you in sound

I IS

:e
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Ill
III

iti
II!
Ill
III

FREE 1 YEAR IN-HOME
SERVICE ON ALL RCA XL-100's

11
III

• Super Accu Color black matrix
picture tube RCA's finest!

!
.
10
IS.
HI

• No- tubes to burn out ever!
• Instant - Pic ends warm-up wait.

oe no
us
III

ei
III

ele

Size

Eadi

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS

!
1
Ill

flu

ER78-14

$417.20

876.42

II.

FR78-14

50.20

81.22

III
S.
III

GR78-14

55.20

89.22

HR78-15

81.20

98.82

JR78-15

41.20

10312

usi

S.

HI

Prices include Federal Excise Tax

hi

Complete List of Tire Sizes Available

lu
HI

i

ye

Tire
prices
mounting

Ill
Ill

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

-=.=!I!

DOCODCW AND
MAIM.

k

Include

Sears

co. Tire

end AY% Ortlif

• RCA's most powerful XL 100 for
the best big screen color in RCA history.

Two

• SearL.HaiA Credit
Plan to Suit Your
•
Needs _
Southside Shopping
Center
753-2310
9:00-5:30

Solid state in many key
-.as, Spanish
cabinetry. RCA's finest black matrix color
picture tube ever'

• More people own RCA 100% solid state
color than any other brand!

WARD-ELKINS AGAIN BRINGS THE YEAR'S BEST VALUES TO YOU DURING THE GREAT
"RCA WEEK" SALE. WE COULDN'T BEGIN TO SHOW ALL THE ITEMS THAT ARE ON SALE.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND, THERE IS A REAL BARGAIN ... JUST FOR YOU!!
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Cornmunications Group Holds First Meeting
organization
FRANKFORT, Ky.—State, identified the new
Chapter of the
county and local public safety as the Kentucky
Safety
personnel met there recently to Associated Public
Officers, Inc.,
Communications
forfor
lay the groundwork
mation of a new organization (APCO)._
Action on application for a
designed to improve statewide
charter is expected in the-state
police and emergency service
future.
near
communications
radio
According to England, APCO
facilities.
provide member agencies
will
senior
Stan England, a
professional guidance and
with
dispatcher for the Kentucky
and at helping the
State Police, and Capt. Felix C. counseling
and solve
pinpoint
agencies
comAtwood, state police
needs
training
communications
munications commander,

Study Of Peace Replaces Protest
Of War For Many College Students

in a variety of areas.
Among those topics to get
special attention will be
technical and operational
problems in highway and traffic
By ANN RENCKEN
communications and
Associated Press Writer
emergency situations, he said.
For an increasing number of
APCO will also assist
member agencies in evaluating college students the study of
their needs in the area of peace has replaced the protest
regulatory and legislative of war.
changes. Other needs will
Today, 50 colleges and unibe evaluated and priorities versities across the country ofestablished as the 75-member fer major or minor programs
group grows, England said.
in peace studies. Five years
Membership in the Kentucky ago, at the height of the antiChapter will be open to full-time war movement, only one school
any ofkred such courses.
salaried employees of
At the University of PennsylMate, county of local public
vania, students can obtain a
safety agency.
doctorate in peace science. A
year ago Colgate University esMurray,
the first professorship
in
tablished
School
High
County
USS
THE
ABOARD
of peace.
reported to the USS
NEWPORT NEWS (CA-148) — he
in
This fall, 300 campuses are
NEWS
Randall B. Taylor, of Hazel, NEWPORT
for
married
Sale,
Pig
is
using
peace studies material,
Feeder
He
Mayfield
1970.
December
do
Kentucky, helps other people
to the former Dorcas Ann Wednesday, October 17, 1973. according to the Institute for
a better job.
of Norfolk, Va., and is Total head 615, compared to last 'World Order in New York City.
He is a storekeeper third class Curling
Mr. and Mrs. Ira B. week they are $6.00 to $8.00 Spokesmen said the institute reof
son
the
aboard
in the U.S. Navy serving
ceives some 250 inquiries per
higher.
Hazel.
the heavy cruiser USS Taylor of
NEWPORT NEWS is U.S. 1-2 25-34 lbs., $75.00
month from junior and senior
USS
The
CA-148).
NEWS
NEWPORT
North U.S. 1-2 35-44 lbs., 76.00
the
to
high schools, which are also esdeployed
currently
divisions
His job is to see that
tablishing courses of study.
serving as the flagship U.S. 1-2 43-54 lbs., 72.50
aboard the ship are kept in Atlantic,
Admiral John G. Fin- U.S
"Our problem and excitement
stock of items they need to for Vice
NATO's
51.50
of
that interest is growing so
lbs.,
is
55-64
1-2
Commander
U.S
neran,
fulfill their mission.
Atlantic, and is U.S. 3 25-34 lbs., 81.00
rapidly. It's been happening
He receives, stores, in- Striking Fleet
in the North U.S. 3 35-44 lbs., 78.00
since about 1970," said Frankventories and issues supply participating
Organization's U.S. 3 45-54 lbs, 69.00
lin Wallin, institute president.
Treaty
Atlantic
shiprequesting
material to
Proponents of such studies
exercise Swift Move the first U.S. 3 55-64 lbs., 60.00
board divisions.
don't discount the power of proOctober.
in
week
Calloway
of
graduate
A 1970
test. They point to the Vietnam
war and public opinion's role in
the American withdrawal. But
they are hopeful that the peace
education movement will go beyond Vietnam.
The growing interest in peace
studies cterns in part from frustration of some who participated in the protests of the
1960s.
Joe Fahey, acting director V
Maohattan College's Peace
Studies Institute, said of protest
in the 1960s:
"I realized that the problem
of war was much deeper than
the Vietnam war and protests
were not enough to stop it. We
decided to make peace our career.''
Others see peace studies as
part of a growing worldwide
-concern, building over the past
few decades.
"These peace studies programs are part of a global, p0'cal and social movement.
The bright, moral, pragmatic
minds are coalescing. We may
be at a moment in history
where it's possible to abolish
-war," said Saul Mendlovitz, director of the World Order Models Project, an effort by teams
of researchers around the globe
to find better ways to live.
Randall B. Taylor of Hazel, Kentucky, takes a photographic break from issuing supplies aboard the
How does one study peace?
heavy cruiser USS NEWPORT NEWS ICA-1). He is currently deployed to the North Atlantic in
Courses vary greatly in subconnection with NATO's exercise Swift Move being held the first week in October.
ject matter, but most start with

Randall Taylor Aboard
U.S.S. Newport News

Federal State
Market Report

Sportcoat and Suit
Spectacular

Penn, is trying
the premise that war is not in- peace science at
applievitable, practical solutions can to develop a universally
for solving
framework
cable
found.
be
must
and
conflicts at all levels, urban to
The nature of the liberal international.
As an architect and city planarts program has been that
war is an acceptible means of ner, he felt solutions to urban
conflict resolution. It's become disputes very inadequate.
"But it's not enough to just
a predominant myth in
society," said Chuck Appel, a say, 'I don't like it.' One should
20-year-old senior at Manhattan be able to suggest. a possible
College. "But you've got to alternative. The program has
teach that nonviolent resolution helped me put my ideas in a
is the best way to solve prob- more rigorous, precise form,"
said- Aggarwal, who_ plans to
lems:"
The peace science approach work with an international
Is also interdisciplinary. One agency when he completes his
course may include math, his- degree.
tory, government and psyAt Manhattan College some
chology — in a rounded tech- 17 courses with an emphasis on
nique of problem-solving.
peace are offered in various de"In the past, sociology, eco- partments. About 40 majors
nomics, each had its own piece- study such subjects as "War
meal approach. We felt the and Violence in Western Literproblem of world conflict re- ature" and "Biology of Human
quires a full attack," said Wal- Behavior."
ter Isard, chairman of the
The program is flourishing
peace science department at now on a campus with a strong
the University of Pennsylvania ROTC contingent — and some
in Philadelphia.
radicals who grumbled %Olen
Professors also stress that the peace major was estabcourses take a rigorous, unemo- lished.
tional look at world problems,
"The radicals thought we
and that facts and under- were too much a part of the esstanding—notrhetoric—are then tablishrnent. We want to reform
Courses range from the Uni- the system," said director Faversity of Colorado's "Sociolo- hey. He added, however, that
gical Analysis of Revolution" to he doesn't discount civil disHarvard College's "History and obedience, and teaches about
Theory of Non-Violence."
Gandhi and Martin Luther King
Lalit Aggarwal, 29, the first in his own course, "Religious
candidate for a doctorate in Dimensions of Peace."

Hospital Report
October 14, 1973
ADULTS 98
NURSERY 5
DISMISSALS
Master Stephen Allen Turley,
Route 8, Box 400, Murray, Arvis
Kay Thorn, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Linda Diane Erwin, Route 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Marie Wilson, 405
Blythe, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Charlotte Marie Morefield and
Baby Girl, Route 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs. Janice Irene Laird
and Baby Boy, 1620 Catalina
Courts, Murray.
October 16, 1973
ADULTS..110
NURSERY..6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Brenda Ay*..r McClellan
.and Baby Girl.
DISMISSALS
Master Brandon Wesley
Jackson, 1345 N. 10th St.,
Paducah, Miss Alisa Lynn
Brashear, Box 425 Springer
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Ann Edmonds, 204 W. Paducah,
South Fulton, Mrs. Carol Jane
McClard and Baby Boy, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise
West and Baby Girl, Route 4,
Hickman, Mrs. Carla Wyatt and
Baby Girl, 1411 Main St.,
Benton, Mrs. Sandra Lee
Carman, Johnny Robertson
Road, Murray, Mrs. Vercia Mae
Johnson, 504 N. 3rd, Murray,
Miss Brenda Faye Wolford,
Route 8, Box 51, Murray, Mrs.
Linda Lou Fennell, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Betty Rowland,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Cora Lee
Miller, 206 S. 11th, Murray,
James McClure, 209 Irvin,
Murray, Tom E. Durrant, 402
S. 8th St., Murray.
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REV. MAXWELL SLEDD of
Murray will be one of the
missionaries to speak at the
World Missions Conference to
be held in the Baptist Churches
in Marshall and Calloway
Counties during the week of
November 4-11. Appointed as a
missionary to Nigeria in 1961 by
the Southern Baptist Foreign
Mission Board, Rev. Sledd is
business manager and teacher
at the Seminary at Ogbomosho,
Nigeria, Africa. Born at
Gilbertsville, he received his
education at Belmont College,
Nashville, Tenn., and Southern
Seminary. He has served
pastorates in Kentucky and
Tenneasee. He and his wife and
four children are now residing
in Murray while on their
furlough from foreign mission
service.
MONSTER HUNT
The Loch Ness monster is
the object of a search being
conducted by a Japanese diving team. — CNS
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WASHERS -t1' DRYERS

Thur * Fri * Sat

PRICED DELIVERED with Normal Installation

October 18, 19, 20

SAVE 54 on EVERY POUND

Gil

your husband weighs...the odds us
quickly to a RIG DISCOVNT is EVERY WASHER sod
DRYER is sir sterol A 220-lb. kosbaad would give vcio a
522.111 DISCOUNT us lay Rumor,
pair IM yes doollavo a let
kosbald,
Nee yes out

Sears All-American Dryer with
FABRIC MASTER and WRINKLE
GUARD ...Sears GREAT VALUE

4

El

88
.1..e...

Fabric Master control
turns dryer off automatically-when clothes
are dried to your order

• Wrinkle Guard° tumbles clothes without heat at
intervals after drying to help keep out wrinkles
• Automatic temperature control maintains proper
temperature for your fabrics

REP

•3 cycles - normal, delicate
and a permanent-press cycle
with double cool-down for
less wrinkling
•3-position water level control
• 3 wash-rinse temperature settings
• COLORS JUST $5 MORE

Soars Ha,.
Crodit Plan
to Suit
Your Moods
.•
See 8,9
or as,
tor coral's

A col
Mere
tapel
ertfh
F ET

heat
Caro

We have one of the largest selections of
sportcoats and suits in this area.
Solids-Plaids-Stripes-Fancies
Short-Regular-long-Extra Long

Suits '45"

each

2 for 185'

• Von -flex agitator, 3-speed
motor for 12 agitator actions
• Triple dispenser for bleach,
detergent and fabric softener

• Fabric selector - knit/delicate
setting adjusts automatically
• Electronic sensor shuts off dryer
when clothes dried just right
• Wood-look, slide-down panel

• Fabric Master shuts off
• 2 speeds, 4 cycles
dryer automatically at
• 3 water levels
dryness you select
•5 wash/rinse temperatures
• Automatic temperature
• Fabric softener dispenser
control
COLORS JUST $5 MORE

RE

Sportcoats
30°°..chj
2 for '55'
Get a head start on Fall
and Holiday Shopping while
selections are the best!

LL'S
PBE
CAM
ACTOR Y.O.U.T LET

SEARS LOWEST PRICED FULL-SIZED PAIR

• 2-speed Rota-swirl agitator
•7 cycles - include one for
knits and delicate', pre-wash
and pre-soak
• Optional second rinse
• Infinite water level control

• Fabric Master automatically
shuts off dryer or dryness you
select
• Wrinkle Guard tumbles clothes
intermittently after cycle ends
to help prevent wrinkles
• Adjustable end-of-cycle signal

• Single-speed, 24-inch'

normal and

washer has
short washes

• Porcelain-finish basket

• Normal and air-onl v
settings

• Safety door

switch

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS until FEB. 1974
Ask for details on Sears Deferred Payment Plan.
finance cher9e will be ,
1 14,KIN for deferral Derriade

SEARS 'CATALOG SALES- mini 753 2310-'

Paris, Tennessee
SEARS. 110IEBVC it AND CO

Southside Shopping Center • Murray, Ky.

Noni
_17
Ns.N• Tartar
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Down Concord Way .

AMA Conference Being Held At Lake Barkley

Residents Visit Former Home In LEIL
By Estelle Splceland
October 12, 1973
In October many go to the
Smoky Mountains to camp and
enjoy the beautiful scenery.
We went on a much shorter
trip last Saturday which took us
many more miles down
memory lane.
The Clyde and Linus
Spicelands went back to the old
home place between the lakes,
and stood and looked sadly at
the remains of the big old two
story house which the T.V.A.
had thought someday to restore
to its original appearance when
it sheltered a family of twelve.
But now it has been
hopelessly wrecked. Not a pane
of glass is left in the many
windows. The posts have been
torn from the porches. The stair
case is dilapidated until the
boys who once slept up those
stairs find the rooms inaccessible in their declining
years. Even ceiling, flooring,
and weather boarding are being
ripped off.
No doubt many still camp
there, for two boys from
Memphis State College were
gathering sticks to build a fire
in one of the old fireplaces
preparatory to spending the
weekend there, then,
They listened with interest as
we told them how the old fallen
down smoke house was once
filled with bacon and hams, and
how the kitchen and dining
room had in days past been
filled with the aroma of good
things cooking.
We next drove down to the old
family cemetery. There we met
a couple4 from Ft. Campbell.
The husband said he flew over
this territory in a helicopter
often. The wife was interested
in history.
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Old fashioned get-togethers
with "dinner on the ground" are
still a yearly custom in the old
Brandon Mill community. Last
week there were two reunions,
one at Barnett Cemetery where
annually they meet to collect
funds for the cemetery upkeep.
This time they consider the
good plan of depositing funds in
the bank for the continuing
interest to pay a caretaker.
Providence Cemetery and
others are good examples of
this.
On Sunday there was a
homecoming at Poplar Spring
Baptist Church with abundant
food after 11:00 o'clock services, and then,a good singing in
the afternoon.
It was good to see such
reunions as Mrs. Clovis Byerly
in the same pew with three of
her sisters, one from Florida. In
another pew, Mrs. Voline
Roberts with three sisters from
Michigan.
That church with its church
bus now, is a light house. The
church bulletin stated 12 baptisms this year and 15 additions
by letter. All lake resorts need a
church there.
Mrs. Etta Dick, a member
there, goes this month on a
guided tour to the Holy Land.
Congratulations to Mrs. Hazel
Utterback on being able to still
beat home for her 87th birthday
October 8.
The hospital seems to over
run with patients. Mrs. Valdie
Rowlett of Concord, a heart
patient, was there last week,
and two cousins, Maud Nance
and Mrs. Jewell Outland shared
a room together, a coincidence
and miles of
after years
separation in the past.
Henry Bartholomew, a new
comer who has beautified the

l'HURSDAY---OCrObEit id, ii/3

former "Gates cottages" and
grounds near Concord, has been
dismissed from the hospital.
The Oury Lovins' spent last
week in Chattanooga visiting
her relatives. This couple met
at Oak Ridge, working.
We hope that Wade Roberts
who had serious heart 'surgery
is back home now after weeks of
hospitalization.
And our sympathy is extended to all those who mourn
the loss of loved ones. We hope
:
time heal,

Designed to bring together
Fifty representatives from
ten Federal agencies are top administrators charged
participating in a four day with the responsibility of
workshop on "Trail Bikes and managing and controlling offLand Use Planning" at Lake road vehicle use on public
Barkley State Resort Park this lands, the workshop will
week. The conference is being examine six areas including a
sponsored by the American field trip to the ORV area in
Motorcycle Association, the Land Between The Lakes, the
Training Institute for Park and first established in the nation by
Recreation Management, and a Federal agency, to evaluate
TVA's Land Between The the area and the environmental
Lakes, a 170,000-acre outdoor impact trail bike use has had on
recreation area
between the area. Established in 1972,
Kentucky Lake and Lake the Land Between The Lakes
ORV area consists of a 2,504
Barkley.

acre tract of land in the Turkey
Bay area. All off-road riding in
Land Between The Lakes, with
the exception of two small minibike areas in the family campgrounds, is confined to this
designated
area. Trails,
camping space, unloading
ramps, and sanitary facilities
are provided.

prescribing management and
land use requirements for ORVs
on public lands; identification
familiarization
and
with
research data available on trail
bikes, the trail bike, user, use
patterns,
and
the
environmental impact from trail
bike use; discussion with
Federal land management
personnel and policy makers
and users of public lands;
communications on what is
being done in each agency to
manage and control ORVs on
lands under their jurisdiction;
and a review of innovative

Other areas of study will
include: A
review
and
evaluation of the reactions to
Executive Order 11644 ordering
the
development
and
publication of regulations

IWO

A spectacular buy on
this sturdy and durable
garbage
holder!
can

RONNIE L PEA received
his Kentucky Real Estate
license and is now associated
with *Wilson Real Estate
Agency. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. L.G. Pea of Farmington
Route One and is married to the
former Kay Lamb, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Lamb of
New Providence. They have one
son, Dana, age Pl. He
graduated from Cattoway
County High School In the class
of 19611.

FABRIC

2 can size

* Sale prices below on material reflect
25% Off regular retail price.

GARBAGE CANS

MENS
ANTIQUE-LOOK
OXFORDS

99

Radio ihaek
_ BE A SMART SHOPPER ...
LAY AWAY REALISTIC'
GIFTS NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

261I

Reg. 8.88
Vinyl uppers with furniture
finish. Notched manmade
extension sole. Sizes 7-11
in brown.

1

Lo-cut Basketball
SNEAKERS

HERE'S A COMPLETE
REALISTIC' MUSIC CENTER
FOR UNDER $150

7

approaches to ORV control in
state park system.
Representatives from the U.
S. Corps of Engineers, Soil
Conservation Service, Bureau
of Land Managment, U. S.
Forest Service, Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation, Council on
Environmental Quality,
National Park Service, Tennessee Valley
Authority,
Department of Defense, Environmental Protection
Agency, Bureau of Sports
Fisheries and Wildlife, National
Recreation
and
Park
Association, and the states of
Tennessee and
Florida are
participating in the conference.

20 gallon galvanized
can
%frith •-• -lfd- and
handles.

GARBAGE BAGS
2 for 100
20 01 30 gall on garbage bags.
or 5 bushel leaf bags.

Ladies
SHIFT GOWN

14995
A gift to make you proud you gave it Clarinet-1e- Ill
stereo sound system plays AM FM records 6-track
tapes Features include automatic 4-speed changer
with cueeng rem AlleliFM stereo tuner svith sensitive
F ET front end Air suspension speaker systems provocle
maairnum sterreperlormance Inputs iutPuts for
headphones tape recorder remote spealows Stereo
cartridge and dust cower included 13 I !SC
•

For

Assorted

Jumbo

FABRICS

Sewing Chest

slacks, tops, vests.
Reg. '1.00

SELECT A REALISTIC
CASSETTE PORTABLE

100% WOOL
Plaids and Solids

2995

2"

Only

54" WIDE

FOR A GIFT OF PLEASURE

3 Days Only

Our Reg, 13.47 yd.

Realista • CTR-26 portable rallies professional sounding
recordings Auto-Level Circuit automatically adtusis to
assure even-Yoh)" moss even e ,,oces vary Record
interlock prevents irritating accidental erasures Comes
woh remote COOK01 mote earphone batteries-444323

16

74'

267yd
97

60- Wide

•
tric

Our Reg. '3.97 yd.

or

Big K Has a Complete
SEWING DEPARTMENT
v Complete Selection of Sewing Notions
v• Patterns by Simplicity

FURNACE
REALISTIC 4-BAND RADIOS
MAKE EXCELLENT GIFTS

MENS
KNEE-HI PULL-ON

•

Nylon tricot shift gowns in
assorted styles! Sizes S to
XXL in pretty colors.

Ladies
Amplon

371

Panty Hose

All over 100% waterproof rubber with
double-thick
non
sole. Sizes 7-11 in
marsh green.

2 Sizes Fits All
2/$1

Rea. 5.49

7 oz.
Gleem or Crest
TOOTHPASTE

FILTERS

All Fashion Colors

yd.

3 Days Only

REALISTIC b STEREO COMPACTS
EASY ON THE BUDGET GIFTS

A gill to chi wonders lift your ego HA'.-,, ev..ryithng
needed to, stereo entownent on a rrunosore system
. 3-soeechchangor volume tune balanc,
controls matching speakers separate up I. T8 feet
for oohenurn stereo sound Slere4 cadorig. and
dust cover included 13-1155

Sturdy, canvas uppers with
cushioned arch and innersole. Sure-grip rubber sole.
Sizes: Youths 11-2, boys
21 2-6, mens 6Y7-12.

100% TEXTURED

DOUBLE KNIT
off

•

445°

VASELINE
INTENSIVE. CARE
LOTION

QT. SIZE
LISTERINE

15 Ounce Size

1 31

AN?, ,11.1i 4 aiiilar tor AM FM and SW
rsts
fine listening lialsiesna or for
gives ondtess
itne-ttinong on SW Ion*
home FeltilMPS
,torgrnt.
tales, tow SW FM antenna Earphorvis and AC cord
mCluded 12-771
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CHARGE IT

Req. 1.88

14,
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North'12th Extended
• ...ea

Murray, Ky.

0

753-7100
‘
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Store Hours:
PetThurk10-6 P!!..I

91

Q. 1.44

Your.
Choice!

2/9.

Assures
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up now and
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Friday. 10-9
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Closed Sunday
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
4

IktikkmERICNIS

753-8777
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Green Book Lady Deletes
Some Of Watergate
Related Officials

Past Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY vALENTiNE PRINTING1
A DIVISION Of VVINCHEMR PAINTING SERVICES, INC

WHILE-YOU-WAIT
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
PRINTING AND
DUPLICATING

Camera Ready Copy Onl).

figures seem to be in order, the
overall picture is incorrect.
Has this been the case? Have
they been deluded? You judge.
—The nation's largest railroad, the Penn Central, was
just days away from collapse
before some of its own directors and executives became
fully aware of this alarming situation.
—Mutual fund managers
bought stacks of letter stock,
shares which could not readily
lie traded except to sophisticated investors, and then assigned to them a market price
when no market existed.
—Land sales companies reported healthy profits because
they included the full selling
price in their statements even
though they received only a
small down payment, with no
proof positive that the rest
would be forthcoming.
--Franchisers reported instant, vigorous sales and earnings wihout selling any of the
product. They sold franchises,
or territorial rights to sell the
product, but in some instances,
the franchises never sold anything.

Hospital Report

October 13, 1973
ADULTS 83
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Evans iMother,
Judith Ann), Route 8, Box 670,
Murray, Baby Boy Stevenson
(Mother ,Sherran Kaye, Route
9, Benton.
DISMISSAlS
Miss Martha Dean Thomas,
203 North 16th, Murray, Master
Dennis James Green, Route 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Mamie Bryan
Hall, 304 North 4th, Murray,
Mrs. Martha Lillion Scott, 401
Ash, Murray, Hall Wilkinson,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Oiarlotte Nell Hudgins, Route
4, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Melba
Btu-keen, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Regina Ann Mitcheson, Route 3,
Cadiz, Master Ricky Don Hale,
Route 2, Box 253; A, Murray,
Mrs. Jimmy Doris Greer, Route
1, Almo, Noel Rupert Melton,
907 Vine, Murray, Miss Etallerie
Rose Devers, Box 8200 Woods
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Nettie Lou
Fulton,
Route 7, Murray,
Homer Lee England, 809 Broad
Street, Murray, Mrs. lilts C.
Wadkins, Route 1, Kirksey.

Ro

KENTUCKY '74
BICENTENNIAL
MERCER CO.

BICENTENNIAL LICENSE PLATES TO GO ON SALE BY DEC. 1—Kentucky
1974 Bicentennial
commemorative license plates are slated for deliver
y throughout the state by Dec. 1. The specialty
tags, which will sell for $2, are being made by
the Kentucky Correctional Industries Silk Screen Shop
at LaGrange. The Bicentennial Committee
of each county will receive $1.50 from each sale to help
fund their 1974-76 projects. The 102,000 plates
being produced are the handiwork of three men at the
LaGrange shop. After working a regular eight
hour day, the men voluntarily return to the shop for
another four hour shift. Further information
concerning the Bicentennial license plates can be obtained by contacting Mrs. Mary Nell Smith,
502-754-4671 in Western Kentucky; Mrs. Millie Dickinson, 606-679-4361, ext. 217, in Eastern Kentuc
ky; Mrs. Ann Brooks, 502-564-5424, Central Kentucky;
and in the Louisville area, Mrs. Mary Lou Maddox
,502-582-2421.

Now-wevo lowomd ourprieos to doalors
so thoy ean lowPr Moirpriegs to you!

20.8 Cu.ft Deluxe General Electric
No-Frost Refrigerator-Freezer with
, the Largest Top.Freezer made today!
Fresh Food Section stores
13.8 cu. ft! Giant
Top Freezer holds up to
6.96 cu. ft. of frozen food!
NO FROST top to bottom!
64,104 iiiicloara wide! Jet-Freere Ice
Comperftment freezes cubes fast,
2 Position Freezer Shelf helps keep
packages neat, easy to find, 4 full width
cabinet shelves. 3 adiust up or down
every inch, 2/
1
2 deep door shelves
in refrigerator section. 1 holds tall
bottles. /
1
2 gal milk cartons! Rolls out
on wheels for easy cleaning' And you can
tt/d an AUTOMAtIC ICEMAKER. NOW
OR LATER (optional at extra cost )

REDUCED!

Doctor Develops Home Treatment that

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS

'368"

HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLES...

w/t

More
reasons why
General
Electric
Is

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREAT
MENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR - YOUR MONEY
BACK'
A leading New York Doctor. and other
foreign imlu rities. As the agony of
blackheads. acneworking with a cosmetic labora- it firms and
hardens, ts suction
pimples, and enlarged pores. give
tory, has developed a simple action draws
out w te matter
yourself this home treatment and
home treatment that rinses away from the pores...
In 5 minutes see the breath-taking results.
blackheads, helps dry up acne
Ask
you simply rinse the masque for it by
name,QUEEN HELENE
pimples. and shrinks enlarged away with
lukewarm wiater which
MINT JULEP MASQUE.
ports. The name of this medidissolves it immediately. When
cated product is QUEEN HEL- you wipe your
ENE MINT JULEP MASQUE. that blackheadsface, you can see
Apply this delightfully Mint' "filler" actually aad4lhor pore.
come off on your
Scented Cream and within 2 or
wash cloth. And your, skin (eels
3 minutes an absorbing agent clean .. . really
cle
... recalled Argilla. dries and turns freshed. smooth
like velvet
this cream into a plastic-like
Women 35 and over will enjoy
masque. You %oar now feel as the skin tightening
experience as
though hundreds of "tiny fingers" the masque relaxes
tired facial
are klibading the,skin, loosening
muscles and eases teasion lines
pore-caked dirt. blackheads. on fact and throat. If you
suffer

Large Economy Size

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER —
•.

Hours: 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Wei; 12 Naos 7 p.m. Sunday

607 JAR

$300

ror
year,

dealer for his prices and terms.

Because of the archaeological importance of a recently
discovered
wreck
in
Plymouth, England, the
Board of Trade and Industry
has issued an order banning
any Interference.

America's
'
11 Major
Appliance
Value!

w.01
Model WWA 8470N
Model DOE 7200f4
BIG-CAPACITY GE 5-CYCLE WASHER WITH
SMALL-LOAD MINI-BASKET-4 WASH/SPIN
SPEED SELECTIONS! 5 Water Temperature
Combinations' Permanent Press with Auto
matic Cooldown ,

Now ONIY

CUSTOMER
CARE

Itotovi Poe°
Model J356e
GE RANGE WITH P-7* SELF-CLEANING
OVEN SYSTEM — oven cleans Itself elec
tncally, inner oven door, window, even sur.
face unit reflector pans! Oven cooks automatically. too, with Automatic Timer, Clock,
Minute Timer! Easy clean 1 piece cooktop,
Fast heating In-thwoven broiler'

Complete Service
Department
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Model 0SC436
GE CONVERTIBLE "POTSCRUBBER
" DISHWASHER with powerful, 3 level Wash
Action
—Pushbutton Selectors for everyday
loads
or Power Scrub' cycle for pots, pans
casse
roles' Soft Food Disposer! Sound
Insulated
to help reduce operating
noise Use as a
portable now; convert to built in any
time,

Only $31888
Now Only $21888
w/t
Get Bright, Sharp Color Pictures with this
General Electric 100% Solid State Modular
25"diagonal Consotetolor TV featuring
GE's
Black Matrix Spectra-Brite Ill Picture Tube
!

100%
Solid State
Modular
Chassis

Includes all these advanced GE
features' One Touch Color'
system, Insta Color' Circuit—
almost instant picture and
sound, Tilt Out Control Panel
for stand up tuning: disappears
when not in use,Illuminated
Channel Windows! Set-and forget Slide Volume Control'
Cable Ready' Antenna Con
sector' -Sensttronic Plus 70
Tuning System with 70 click In
positions for UHF stations'

'2288 wit

REDUCED!

GE HEAVY-DUTY AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
DRYER with 5 CYCLES, including Permanent
Press with Extra Care Selection , 3 Tempera
lures' End of Cycle Signal can be turned off,

SERVICE
EVERYWHERE
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From now until Nov. 3, 1973 General
Electric is offering the
appliances and television shown, plus some
others, to its dealers
at prices reduced from previous,levels,
and has also
sokeitotd retail ;Oka's. See your

Historic wreck
tend in England
50441 MAIN STREET — PHONE
753-4662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
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Accounting Profession Urges
Accurate Financial Reports

By JOHN CUNNIFF
This might have been more
Al' Business Analyst
calmly tolerated in the past,
NEW YORK (AP) — The ac- when the
final decisions on additions and
relatively few Amerideletions are left to her counting profession has just re- cans with
money to invest
"board," but she won't reveal leased a report that in effect seemed satisfie
d to remain in a
who is on the board.
urges its members to produce state of
ignorance, relying on
During an interview in her financial statements that em- the wisdom of
their broker or
red brick. Georgetown houe, phasize accuracy, reality, clari- trust company.
Mrs. Shaw, 69, said that in past ty, simplicity—that commuBut now this nation has many
years, she was threatened with nicate rather than confuse.
millions of shareholders. And
The figuce that .cfounts most while most
lawsuits by some who weren't
of them still won't
included on her list. The in a corporate financial state- attempt to
read a financial
crime? "Ruining their social rnent, a nine-man study group statement or
an annual report,
indicat
standing." Others tried to bribe
ed, is "cash in hand," they aren't
as willing to tolerher by sending cases of liquor, real cash that is, in contrast to ate the
condition. They want inlong stemmed red roses and those profits that sometimes formation.
beautiful, expensive books.
are pooduced on paper but canIn the absence of that inforBut all were returned, Mrs. not be demonstrated physically. mation the
stock market has
The thrust of this accounting suffered.
Shaw said, -even the flowers,"
Many individual ineach item accompanied by a report appears to be that finan- vestors were
scarred by their
form letter that explained "it is cial statements should inform own and
their brokers' ignoriot the policy of the Green individual investors and other rance during
the late 1960s, and
unsophisticated readers rather they won't
Book to accept gifts."
let it happen again.
Mrs. Shaw said that there are than just offer argot to the proThe common reaction of such
more prominent women listed fessionals.
people has been to withdrew
That these goals, among from the
this year than last. But women
market and let the
present a particular problem: many set down, should have to professionals
play with each
how to list them.
be spelled out seems extraor- other's
money. And so, after
dinary,
and it is. But that's be- rising for two
For instance, the Nixons are
decades to more
listed: NIXON, the President of cause many financial reports than 30 million,
the shareholder
the United States and Mrs. are extraordinary too.
population declined this year.
Most extraordinary, in the
Richard Milhous. ( Patricia
Unsophisticated
investors
view of those who have had to won't buy
Ryan.)
if they read a report
But presidential counselor study these statements, is that and conclude
that, while all the
Mrs. Tobin Armstrong is known they sometimes fail to commuaround the capital by her first nicate, which is the primary
name. So she's listed: ARM- purpose of all words and numSTRONG, Counsellor to the bers, even in a financial statePresident, Anne L. Her hus- rnent.
band, Tobin, has his name in
tiny black print underneath.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Actually, she's shy. Parties don't
interes her much. And people
of position? No, she's not easily
impressed.
But Carolyn Hagner Shaw
can tell you exactly who rates
in capital society—and who
doesn't.
For 30 years now, she's kept
voluminous files on the fortunes
and faux pas of the powerful,
honoring the select with an inch
or so of space in her annual Social List, a kelly green suedecovered volume appropriately
called the Green Book.
And for $22, you, too, can see
who counts.
John W. Dean III, who used
to counsel the President, led a
contingent of former administration biggies who were
scratched from the list this
year when they became embroiled in the Watergate scandal.
The reason? "Unpleasant
notoriety," one criterion for
being dropped. Death, divorce,
separation and remarriage can
be others.
Former presidential counselors H.R. Haldeman and John
D. Ehrlichman are out. So are
former White House aides
Charles W. Colson, Jeb Magruder, Hugh Sloan and Egil
Krogh. Former Commerce Secretary Maurice Stens and former Atty. Gen. Richard G. October 17, 1973
Kleindienst didn't make it ei- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
ther.
Tricia Nixon Cox moved to Buying Stations
New York, so she's out. But Receipts: Act. 626 Est. 700
Julie and David Eisenhower's Barrows and Gilts mostly 1.00
move to suburban Bethesda, higher Sows steady to 50 cents
Md., caused only a Green Book higher
address change.
US 1-2 0111-330 lbs., 43.75-44.00
Mieke Tunney is separated US 1-3 imp MC, 43.25-43.75
from her husband,Sen. Vohn V. US 2-4 3104N lbs., 42.75-43.25
Tunney, D-Calif., so she's out. US 3-4 Mal lbs., 41.25-42.75
But he's in because he's a sena- Sows •
tor.
US 1-2 270-350 /b., 37.50-38.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 37.00-37.50
Mrs Shaw says she's not the
US 2-3 450-650 Ibis 36.00-37.00
one to black-list individuals. All
Boars 30.00-33.00 t"

REV!I.

Model MA 9004 PR
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Now Only $58888
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DON'T PAY HIGH FINANCE
CHARGES SAVED
Feb. 10 Same As Cash or 24
Months at Bank Rates

- MURRAY APPLIANCE Co.
212 E. Main

Howard Coy ai;d John Simmons, Owners

753-1586
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trying to talk about the same
things.
"We have reordered our priorities," Strauss said. "The priAles are the, same priorities
--"Yo,11'
iifien-We Babb the American public has. We're
this reform process in the next
talking about health, inflation,
few months, that we will have
_energy,transportation, defense.
the last real mean issue behind "These are the kinds of isus"
sues that you can have diverAfter that, Strauss said, it gent opinions on and articulate
should be easier to concentrate them and debate them and win
on beating Republicans instead or lose votes on, and they're
of refereeing between Demo- not so emotional and so divisive
crats.
as these others."
A massive party debt has
"In the first place," he said,
-what I call the cultural issues been plaguing the Democrats
---amnesty, abortion, mari- since the 1968 elections.
A fund-raising telethon last
juana, the war — have been
muted by events or by courts month brought in $6 million in
or by time, and we are now all pledges, and the organizational

Robert Strauss Optimistic Over Rebuilding Demo Party

Bicentennial
he specialty
Screen Shop
sale to help
e men at the
the shop for
can be obLillie DickinJ Kentucky;

WASHINGTON ( AP) — When
Robert Strauss became chairman of the Democratic National Committee, he started the
toughest tight-rope act of his
political career. Now he sees
only a few more perilous steps
to a rebuilt party.
After 10 months on the Job,
Strauss says the party is closer
to effective unity than it was
before its slide to electoral disaster in the 1972 presidential
campaign.
"I think we've cope a long
way," Strauss said is an interview. "Insofar as Democrats
generally are concerned, this is
not a greatly divided party, as
it was in the fall of 1972."
However, Strauss acknowledges a major problem remains, and it's one of the big
ones over which the Democrats
split in the first place — party
reform.
Meanwhile, Strauss points to
the following steps in his restoration project:
—A rebuilding of the party
machinery and creation of a
special campaign committee to
help party candidates in 1974.
—Payment of a staggering
party debt.
communication
—Greater
with Democratic congressional
leaders and governors.
—Creation of an advisory
council to give voice to elected
Democrats, who had

plained of being slighted in
1972.
"We've got to go through reform and continue reform,"
Strauss said. "Unfortunately,
or fortunately, 99 per cent of
the Democrats don't care anything about hearing anything
about that. They're sick of it.
"...We have to continue to reform and improve," Strauss
said. "It appears we need new
guidelines."
Strauss says the party's Commission on Delegate Selection
and Party Structure must blunt
the controversial rule that required fixed quotas of women
and minorities in state delegations at the party's 1972 national convention.
The commission also is wresCling with the question of how
o eliminate winner-take-all
presidential primaries and apportion convention delegate
strength among presidential
candidates in relation to their
popular support.
Strauss successfully weathered the most dangerous crisis
of his chairmanship so far
when he personally mediated a
compromise this past weekend
after a reform commission's
drafting committee had broken
up in a spat over the quota
question.
Now, the compromise, rolling
back the language which
spelled quotas in 1972 but keep-

Essay Contest To Be
Held At Murray State
ror the sixtti consecutive
year, undergraduate students
at Murray State University
have an opportunity to win
scholarships totalling $300 for
the best essays submitted on
democracy in America.
The
scholarships
are
provided annually from a fund
set up at the university by Dr.
and Mrs. Herbert J. Levine of
Centralia, Ill. Six Murray
students have received the
scholarships since 1969.
"Any undergraduate student
attending Murray State during
the 1973-74 school year is
eligible to participate," said Dr.
Riley Venza, chairman of the
Department of History at the
university and also chairman of
a special committee administering the Levines'
program.
This
year's
topic
is
"Moralism
in
American
Politics." Each
essay submitted should be filift-INVTO!
1,200 words long ahd accompanied by a declaration
that the material is the writer's
original work.
Entries, typewritten on 8/
1
2x
11-inch paper with a 11
/
2-inch
margin on the left of the page
and a one-inch margin
elsewhere, must be submitted
to the Department of History
before April 1, 1974, Venza said.

ipg requirements for state parties to encourage minority participation, is generally expected
to gain approval from the full
commission and the national
committee.
A Texan elected with the
heavy backing of some entireform elements, party conservatives, labor and other oldguard Democrats, Strauss
faced skepticism among reformers.

"Those people who were reformers and those people who
were regulars all are substantially now in accord," Strauss
said.

In a gesture to the party establishment, some of whom had
defected to the GOP last year,
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Come in And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
HIGHWAY 641

.LE
Rarie
HOLDINC
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1105
effIN

-MURRAY, KY.

Ladies

JEANS

RUGS

Reg. '9.00

Reg. '4.47

$350

0

$
4
5

Now

Some items not exactly as illustrat(d

1105

SALE!!

HAIR. SPRAY

BAN

Men's

Reg., hard-to-hold, super
hard-to-hold, unscented,
grey hair.
9-oz

Anti-Perspirant
Reg. or Unscented
1.5-oz.

e

94

Reg.

GERITOL

v- All First Quality

GELUSIL
LIQUID
ANTACID
Relieves heartburn
fast!
12-oz. Bottle

pair

69

Reg. '1.00

' 39

41
67,

20% Off

&MOS
GiUf ALL

the total price of any
purchase of Clothing or

NW

••• I

1

Shoul

%am

* Notice *

25" Roll

Get your Prestone, Peak &
Telar all permanent AntiFreeze at Uncle Jeff's now.
Supply is limited and there is
no more to be had the rest
of the year. We must limit
the anti-freeze to 2 gallons
per person. Buy now at low
discount •rices.

PIPE
INSULATION

SALE

77'

8"
Whirlpool

TROPIC AIR

ANTI-FREEZE
TESTER

ELECTRIC
HEATERS
'
71/
r Guaranteed
r Thermostat Controlled

Prices Start at

11995

r ran Forced
Instant Heat
• 1320 Watts

! and

)1 Panel

Isappees

$287

a'12E4tail on Thursday,
Friday 8 Saturday
receives

GLUE-ALL
8-oz Bottle

53.99
Reg.

First Customer

ELMER'S

Reg.
1.6998

ODDS 8 ENDS

BATH SETS

$ 1 88

Iron & Vitamin Tonic

Reg. '2.98 ea.
Your Choice

ASSt. CMOIS

JEANS

Reg.___!1.19.5

Choice of 12-oz. Liquid or bottle of 40 Tablets$

Dr. Levine, a Centralia
physician, and his wife
established the fund to encourage Murray State undergraduates to express their
personal views on an announced, but current, aspect of
American democracy. Similar
scholarships are offered by the
Levines on other campuses.
In 1972, Dr. Levine was
presented with the Wisdom
Award of Honor by the Wisdom
Society for the Advancement of
Knowledge, Learning
Research and Education for his
efforts "in contributing to the
educational and cultural
progress of our nation by
exemplifying the highest
tradition of American life in the
_fields of creative thought and
action."

rcult—

........„
__----j
/
i
.
Area

Roll-On

1_77

First prize is a $200
scholarship, and second prize is
a $100 scholarship, both to be
used at Murray State.

anced GE

•

OK—

Each entry must be in a
acbinder and must be
companied by a biographical
data sheet on the writer, also in
a binder, he added. Winners will
be announced shortly after the
April 1 deadline, and every
effort will be made to present
scholarships at the
the
university's annual Honors Day
program next spring.

E's
)!

servative groups and has been
unanimously acclaimed as one
of the best things we've done,"
Strauss said.
Strauss himself probably
works more closely with party
leadership in Congress and the
statehouses than most of his
predecessors. He visits the
Capitol on the average of once
a week to talk strategy and
keep lines open.
Elected Democratic officeholders, many of whom lost their
delegate seats at the 1972 convention because of the reform
rules, have been given a new
vehicle of influence in the Natiortal Advisory Council, which
discusses and articulates party
thought on key issues.

ow
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ER" DISH •
ash Actton
day loads
ins casse
I Insulated
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ny time,

Strauss named 22 new members to the reform commission
to give their views a stronger
voice.
But, when the same faction
asked his help in a drive to
pack the commission by doubling its size, he refused, despite
a push from some of the very
people to whom he owed his
chairmanship.

effort that went into it created
a communications net work
Strauss hopes to continue.
"We put together a party machinery that was the most detailed communications apparatus and political apparatus
ever harnessed,even in a presidential campaign," Strauss
said.--"We were in daily communication with almost every
state for a period of two
weeks."
Strauss also has created a
party campaign organization,
headed by Georgia Gov. Jimmy
Carter, to help Democratic candidates at all levels.
"It's been in all types of
states, large and small, been
with liberal, moderate and eon-

BATTERY
CHARGER
12-Volt
Electronic
6 Amp

$ 1"

mated

Brightly Colored
Decorative

and
ontroll

DRYERS

a Con-

'1us 70"

)

Ions,

TABLE
CLOTHS

1 Coppertone • 1 Avocado
3 White
I Double Oven

99!Up

RANGE

888

One

TRASH MASHER

Regal Poly Perk

.
1 White Front Loading Portable

PERCOLATOR

DISHWASHER

Makes .up to 8 Cups

Dunn TV, Furniture
and Appliance
Hazel Hwy.

Phone 753-3037

s
N

R2e99
$9.99s1 . 9

New Shipment of

2"x30'
insulation

DUCT TAPE _
Re.g.
'1.50

99„

1 Dm Mallard
Magnum 25.00

POWDER, WADS
& RELOADERS
for Shot Shells
Lower Discount
Prices at
Uncle Jeff's
AVENGER

CARRY LITE

DUCK & GOOSE

DECOYS

Fro$.1 2"

BOWS
by Black Hawk
40 to 48 lb. Pull
3z CON

_Reg. '58.00
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Agencies Cooperate On Environmental Project,

illtik.136111141111.4111111

for explained that each plot has a
the state Department
Natural Resources and En- different type of grass seeded
vironmental Protection and the on it.
The grass within each plot has
federal Soil Conservation
been given three different
Service (SC).
The purpose of the project is treatments. One section of the
to evaluate which variety, of grass has been given a high
grass, combined with fertilizer amount of fertilizer and lime,
and lime, will grow fastest on one a medium amount and the
other none at all, he said.
surface-mined land.
Inspections and ratings of 90
Don Henry, manager of the
SCS plant materials center at different plots are made twice a
time we
Quicksand in Breathitt County, year. "The next
come," said Henry, "A grass
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
that rated well this time might
not look as good because
weather and other conditions
004000 BM MOM
affect various grasses dif03(510 DMCMG

ferently.
"However," he added,"as we
continue to check these controlled test plots over a fiveyear period, we will be able to I. Legal Notice
fi. Help Wanted
15.A(
get some balanced information
SMALL AIR compressor, Wayne.
on what kind of grasses grown ORDINANCE NO. 3, BEING AN
- best on soil with a high acid ORDINANCE ANNEXING TO
SPARE
TIME.
National 30 gallons. Antique display case,
content."
THE TOWN OF HAZEL,
typewriter distributor seeks 9' x 33". One floor jack-battery
KENTUCKY, CERTAIN
person to repair guaranteed charger, 6 or 12 volt, 2 Ports"From this project," said
TERRITORY ADJACENT AND
typewriters for area dealers. powers and Kansas chain jack.
state Reclamation Director
CONTIGUOUS THERETO AND
John Roberts, "we hope to get
413 S 4th 753-9151 Company trains. For details, Phone 753-8346.
DESCRIBING SUCH
write: Typewriters, Gle,nshaw,
results which we will be able to
TERRITORY BY METES AND
Breakfast Special!
Pa.
apply to improving the land
IMPLEMENT TRAILER, heavy
BOUNDS.
Puzzle
stabilization process which is
duty, all stell, tilt bed, dual Axle,
• Crossword
WHEREAS, at a regular
ACROSS
BABY-SITTER wanted, 3:00 good tires 1500.00. Call 4364682.
highly important in reclaiming
.
.
3
Z
.;
7th
meeting
day
of
held
on
the
p.m. to 11:00 p.m. shift.
surface-mined land."
.51.'
5 Established on
1 Brilliant
July, 1973, the Board of Trustees
display
6 for example
References required. Phone 753- BABY BED, in good condition.
(ebb, 1
5 Trinket
OM
GMEIMO000
of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
Only
7 Succor
0762.
9 Church bench
000P0 COG 000
Phone 753-6860 after 5:00 p.m.
8 E retrainee- heard a reading of Ordinance No.
12 Sandarac
RR
OM
Punctuation
CUM
WU
9
tree
I,
which
was
an
Ordinance
mark
13 ['change
CPR 000 MEM
HAZEL FTC will hold a Trap YORK SPRING Co, Route 3 10' WIDE trailer, like new.
10 Verse
premium
GO 0001110000
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.-A Prevention Week is the one time declaring the need, necessity,
from
11
14 Curl% s
Shoot, one mile North of Hazel, on Murray is accepting applications Reasonably priced. Ideal for lake
and
intention
desirability
of
the
WOCOM UOMEI
side to side
h.gt.nble
Seminar
Science
three-day Fire
when all fire services pause to
Nov. 3,1973. Trophies and prizes for employment. Call in person at lot. We have just received
16 Cared for
MUMMOO
15 Military
510
COM
Hazel,
Kentucky,
Town
of
to
at Western Kentucky Univer- reflect and to take inventory of
20 Measured
students
GOO BOOB OMNO
mechanically
territory hereinafter will be given away. Shells and York Spring Co,Route 3, Murray, another shipment of electric
annex
the
17 Note or scale
the
highlighted
last
week
sity
failures
for
the
past
year
and
to
Mon MOMO 0000
22 Part of - to be
18 Tattered
food will be sold at the site.
motors, new and used. See us for
entucky
state's observance of National plan future programs to prevent described, said Ordinance No. 1
23 At a distance
clOth
19
50 For fear that
the
size you need. New electric
37 Administrator
24 Rise and tall
19 Abound bounaccurately
the
defining
Fire Prevention Week (Oct. 7- similar losses.
54 Also
40 Hate
of ocean
21 Showers
single phase welders, 220 amp.
56 Prickly envelope
the territory sought to
of
daries
43 E xc lamation
25 Symbol tor
131.
23 Was present
He
stressed
that education is
of fruit
10. Businiall Opportunity . See Mrs. Dill at Dill Electric.
45 Parent
tellurium
27 A state labor 1
57 Hawaiian
The seminar was sponsored the only opportunity to reduce be annexed; and
(collop )
28 Wicked person 26 lair
wreath
47 Conhdence
WHEREAS,
regular
at
another
30 Worships
29 Afternoon
by the Bowling Green Fire the loss of billions of dollars in
58 Extrasensory
WILL SELL or lease service YARD SALE, 105 South 14th.
48 Baker s
32 imitated
party
perception
products
Department, the Chamber of damages and thousands of lives meeting held on the 18th day of
33 Planet
31 Obstruct
station and repair shop in Saturday, October 20, 8:30 a.m.
Preposition
61
Gaelic
49
Preps's/lion
36
34 Pard notice
reading of
August, 1973, another.
Commerce, the Association of each year.
Coldwater. Phone 489-2215.
Rained out last Saturday. (Five
35 Protects
Friday & Saturday
ii
;\.•
3 /5 6 7 8
2
1
38 Parent
Insurance Underwriters, Civil
State Commissioner of In- said Ordinance-No. 1 was heard;
Household goods and
Families.)
(colloid 1
A.
Defense and the State Fire surance Harold McGuffey, a and the Board of Trustees of the
39 Communist
:i7... 14
clothing.
• 13
11
41 Click beetle
Marshal's Office.
graduate of WKU, presented Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
:, 1 IS
7-'17
42 Addrhonai
lb
15
Fire
Marshal
Deputy
State
award certificates to all enacted Ordinance No. 1
sewing machine;
:
44 Printer s
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN- USED ZIG ZAG
hereinbefore referred to; and
the
who
gave
Klosterman,
Jim
measure
72
•,•:i
11
70
seminar
,119
:
.
-:,
,,
participants.
set of
projector;
camera
and
ERS, fatmowners, mobile
WHEREAS, a full, complete
46 Reconditioned
keynote address, pointed out
The U. S. Treasury Departchilds World Childrens Books;
tires
4'U `,.:•:•: 27
i 24 25
automobiles,
homes,
low
correct
rates,
copy
of
and
said
Or..
.
.
that one fireman loses his life in ment also conducted a fire
,.....:.
48 Part ot homer
lb. L.P. gas
cellent claim service. See us picnic table; 100
thestnut Street
SO ..... 31 437 ..ti
':29
Si Traced
28
the line of duty every five days prevention seminar last week in dinance No. 1 was published in
clothing,
ladies, size
Also
tank.
52 Anger
before you buy. Galloway Inand termed the profession "the Frankfort "for all elements of accordance with Kentucky
:•,•,18
3
16, Jr. size 7 and childrens 10-12.
36
1
•••;••• 35
34
Latin
.,,
surance
Statutes
&
Realty,
phone
81.110
Revised
753and
coniunction
,:•:.
most hazardous of all em- the community." The program
Phone 753-2206.
5842.
October25C
JO - so
55 Employable
GRAND OPENING
plyment exposured,"
was sponsored by the State Fire 424.130 on July 10, 1973, and July
59 Worm
47
Paschall Discount
Marshal's Office and state 17, 1973, in the Ledger & Times
i. 44 45 ••-•-• 46
30" DOUBLE oven cook stove,
+60 Drunkards
'
'..•
A05.,:iii,•
newspaper. The Ledger & Tunes
Warren
Marshal
Fire
62 Regrets'
State
Executive
South Hazel, Tenn.
Department for
electric, coppertone. Excellent
54 • - • 51
48
49
63 Place
Fri. Oct. 19-Sat. Oct. 20
Southworth added that Fire Finance and Administration. is the daily newspaper published
condition. Also Royal typewriter,
4.
64 Sound a horn
FREE DRAWING
in Murray, Kentucky, having the
65 Fall in drops
standard size, manual. Excellent
....•.
largest
circulation
,
in
said
city;
o.
1
quality
RESUCIS
SAVINGS
PiRORTS
OPPORTUNITY
Shynial Viny
.•.'.
buy. Phone 753-4682 from 830
3o
DOWN
ushion floor, no wax, at $2.
and
THEY'RE AU- IN
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. or 435-3152 after
yd; Indoor Outdoor carpet
i.'oh.
WHEREAS,at least thirty days
1 Moccasin
.59 sq.. yd.; One truck loa
4:30 p.m.
A,.
• P•l•:,:_:.
'7 Aniloaiffor
have transpired since the date of
arpet 52.50 sq. yd.; 0th
money
tr by 1. n led eature Synaficate Inc
arpet
56.40 SQ. yd.; 0
....the final adoption of Ordinance
5 six d.iVra week. Phone 101
No. 1;
CARPORT SALE, Saturday,
e*-9733. "Bring your truck say
coney "
I HAVE To WRITE A item
NOW,
THEREFORE,
Ate DoN'T(a CJORK REAL
BE
IT
October 20, 9:00-12:00 noon.
THAT NEVER OCCURRED
ON RIVERS AND IT'S DUE NEXT
HARD AND TURN IN THE
ORDAINED BY TILE BOARD
Highway 121 from Murray,
TO ME!
WEEK,AND I JUST KNOW I'LL
BEST REPORT THAT YOU CAN
TRUSTEES
TOWN
second
OF
THE
brick on left past Shady
DF
GET A FAILING GRADE!
POSSIfil.q WRITE?
OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, AS
Oaks Trailer Cala Typewriter,
--FOLLOWS:
clothes, household and many
Section 1: That the following We wish to express our sincere
other things.
-(Waci- ba territory lying and thanks and appreciation --for
being in Calloway County, the many acts of kindness shown
SET ENCYCLOPEDIAS; boy's
wit:
Kentucky,
to
sport coats, sizes 12 to 20; two
shown
sympathy
expressions
of
Ake'. .
6
"
Beginning at the intersection of us in the passing of our loved one
pair green drapes. Phone 753BLONDIE
U.S. Highway 641 and the E.W. Bodie Cathey.
1841.
Miller Road at the present north A special thanks to Dr. Hugh L.
WHAT DO YOU EXPECT
SHE S
r DEEKI BARKING
WELJ-,DEAR- -AFTER ALL,
1
DAISY,
city 'knits of the Town of Hazel, Houston who was so good to care
HER TO DO.
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
HER HEAD OFF
si-le's A CXDG 1.-i
,
STOP THAT
I
meow,
AT A
"<
BARKING
treated fence posts. Murraj.
Kentucky; thence north 1500 feet for him, also to Harold Beamon,
'\
SQUIRREL
N
3
to a point 50 feet beyond the north NOM* Miller, to our neighbors
Lumber Company, 164 Maple
Street.
right of way of Lavender Road; and friends and all those that had
210 E. Main
t
thence east and parallel with a part. May the Lord bless each
'414
1Lavender Road 1700 feet to an one of you.
imann 753-0489
iron stake; thence south 1500 feet
Family of Bodie Cathey _ _
I - Alto, 4 I
to the present northeast city
HOUSE FULL of furniture, good
limits of said town; thence west
condition. Reason for selling,
*
1700 feet to the beginning point,
to bought mobile home. Phone 753acres,
close
twenty
TO
if
be and the same is hereby anyear old, town with or without buildings or 5807 or may be seen at 403 South
nexed to the Town of Hazel, LOST POODLE, one
753-7975. 12th
Phone
Street.
flea house.
wearing
haired,
black,
long
Kentucky. Hereafter, the said
with
collar
-14111111118MMIN
regular
and
collar
described territory shall be and
G.E. RECORD player and stereo
now is a part of the Town of rabbles shot tag. Lost around WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more sale. Lay away for Christmas
)IEATLE BAILEY
492-0600
Phone
Providence.
New
,Of
tillable land with or without now. Model V-211, Regular
Hazel, Kentucky, for any and all
HEY! 51NCE Wi4EN
afters 5:N,.,,p.m.
house. Phone 762-2557.
purposes whatsoever.
$18.95gale price $16.88. Model
i4EADQUARTER4.
ARE WE RATED on
Section 2: This ordinance shall
V439, Regular $34.95-sale price
WALKING ACROSS
MAKE5 ME FILE
ABOUT your
CONCERNED
take effect from and after the
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular
THE ROOM?!
AN EFFICENCY
in school? Earn
progress
child's
date of its final adoption by the
REPORT ON YOU
the World Book YARD SALE, October 12 and 13, 155.95-sale price $44.88. Model
Board of Trustees of the Town of your own set of
EVER'y
designed
to aid 503 Elm Street from 8:00 till 6:00. V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
Encyclopedias,
AAosTH
Hazel, Kentucky.
train you in Porch swing, new and used 147.88. Model T-361, Regular'
We
students.
all
Adopted on first reading on the
selling world books, highly clothing, shoes, dishes and aids 179.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
5th day of October, 1973.
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
recommended, largest selling and ends.
Cy Miller, Mayor
Kentucky.
November2C
encyclopedias. Work full or part
Town of Hazel, Kentucky
time for generous commission. LARGE QUANTITY of birch
USED REFRIGERATOR and
ATTEST:
Write Mgr., P.O. Box . 436, cabinet doors and drawers, 75
stove, 120.00 each. Phone 753William B. MiLstead, Clerk
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
'cents each. May be seen at 1600 4807.
Town of Hazel, Kentucky
SEMI DRIVERS with three years ICeenland.
NORGE REFRIGERATOR and
experience to run 15 states. Must
THE PHANTOM
have 6 months experience on DON'T MERELY Brighten electric stove, $40.00 each. See at
steel or machinery. Call Ace carpets.. Blue Lustre them.. no Apartment 3, 1608 West Main.
HAVE YOU AN Old Sofa you Doran Hauling & Rigging. rapid resoiling Rent shampooer
wish to give away for the moving, Company, Mayfield, Kentucky. $1.00. Western Auto, home of ELECTRIC STOVE, cheap.
Call 753-9059.
- "Wishing Well Gift Shop."
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 438-2159.
October 18C
POOL TABLE, good condition.
FARM HELP wanted, full time. Also couch with three cushions. GOOD USED couch, $60.00.
Phone 753-2696.
Apply in person to Dwight Wolfe, Phone 489-2623.
614 College Courts.
GREEN VINYL couch and chair;
PORTABLE RECORD player, table and
two chairs. Phone 753TWO WAITRESSES needed, part
two speakers. Portable sewing 8335
after 5:15 p.m.
time, days and evenings. Apmachine and some odd lamps.
Lab me put it this way.
proximately 42 hours per week.
MI...to get my hands on the
Phone 753-2588.
machine guns and the fellow who's
No phone calls. Apply in person to
KROEHLER LIVING room
welling then% I wouldn't mind saying
Hungry Bear Restaurant, 1409
suite, rose beige. In good conto someone Important that
Main.
7' POOL table, $50.00. 5 H.P. dition. Phone 489-2447.
somebody was being Untie:"
NANCY
one of Owlets's& et Eddie Carrie
outboard Johnson motor, $75.00.
ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE Elgin 7% H.P. motor, $50.00. AUTOMATIC WASHER, Speed
THEN USE
Now
73
Supervisor. National Company Phone 436-5575, after 4:00 p.m. Queen. Needs minor repair.
SOMETHING
BUT OUR
soon to open a new facility in
NANCY,
ELSE
Phone 753-8684 after 5:00 p.m.
RAKE IS
4149•41••••••••••
Murray, is accepting ap- MOVING SALE,Friday, October
PLEASE
ADVERTISING
plications for an experienced 19, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. and
RAKE
e
DEADLINES
electrical General maintenanCe Saturday, October 20, 8:00 a.m.- 4.9. Farm Equ4pvL:„,
•
THOSE
•
supervisor. The individual t.00 p.m. at 824 North 19th.
LEAVES
All display ads, classified
selected will be thoroughly ex- Living room suite, couch, bed, 600 CASE combine in good
OFF OUR
•-•!u'Aerirea..
*display
and
regular
1811r
•
.40310
re/
-'dk‘
LAWN
perienced in maintaining elec- corner vanity, dresser, black and condition. Phone 489-2161.
.5=`
cs "t4
r •C, c> -7
....
display, must be submitted
trical
controls for production white television, nice clothes,
.0
by 12 noon, the day before
,f,
..,
equipment and overall general shoes, womens size 5u2 and 6,
..02Ej."4:2°...'3e1-- 1
.0..03, ,c
.Go ...
443
•el7
publication.
Abs
40,
,
%.1.... ..1
, Ill
fb.
,
•21
0
,
.,0 e
maintenance. Qualified ap- toys, dishes, and some antiques. 1952 FORD 8-N bushhog, 1965
42z ,s,.0
•,,.E•.,c,'•
,
Z? .ed`
•
.0
w '‘' ew43.43 V ..
%.. .0
All reader classifieds
Ferguson 3-14" plows. Phone
plicants
should forward resume Lots of junk
.-/El•4:'
..el
-P ?i 4r7iaigz.
4474'
;
-9.1>
_L
''C'47
1,2iCAL,s"Da4
F:.
- -Y`'
'
%
ust be submitted by 4
Benton 527-9321 or 527-7633.
to Box 311 Murray Kentucky, or
m. the day before
UV ABNER
call 502-753-0450 for appointment. GARAGE AND yard sale,
lication.
(AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY Thursday, Friday and Saturday, FORD TRACTOR 9-N. Plow,
••••••••••••••
EvERV RASSLER LEAVES
DAWTER LOVES
EMPLOYER).
801 Story, at end of South 8th disc, cultivator, mower. Sell
TOWN AFTER HE TANGLES
YOU,OCTOPUS -SO
MAY THE
.)WITH UNBEARAN F
bEST-ERYOU AIN'T otuNNING
Street. Different items each day. together or separate. Phone 901SMELVIN Fr
MAN
OUT ON ;TIER. YOu
WAITRESS WANTED, Apply in I
232-8347.
WILLINIK
TO
WARR
,
/
WIN!!
person at Tom's Pizza Palace on CLEANINGEST
HER NOW?
CARPET
North 12th. Extended after 4 cleaner you ever
- 4.
008
used, so easy
o'clock p.m.
"
too. .Get Blue Lustre. Rent
electrit shampooer $1.00. Rig K, 24" BICYCLE, 10 speed 10
BABY-SFr hal ITISNTEQtrir), Relaire „Shopping Center,.
• IDIZIALb.c. old. -Like rkw. Kum
2:11
2:30 to-'7:31?' pin, and all day •
4,
Pant
Starks,
m=
753-4876.
sometime. Phons.75i-7237 or 753- W CARPETS look dull and drear,
7276
remove spots as they appear with
111111*,
Blue Lustre. Rent electric HUNTING BOW,
4
4
.f.
Cara._
54", 50 pound
/0-18
pr
TOoduScE
tsLLPhoone
r 7b53.55
%Watkins shampooer $1.00. Kwik-Pik pull. Will sell
•
cheap. Phone 492Market, Five Points.
8258.
Deer Tongue, Red Top,
Purple Top, Flat Pea,
Clover, Korean
Arrowleaf,
Weeping
Lespedeza
and
Lovegrass are a few of the
thirty different grasses and
legumes growing on a Carter
County hilltop where clay was
mined several years ago.
The grasses were sown in
February of 1971 as the initial
step in a five-year research
project jointly undertaken by
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5`37:16*Sell

premier, Wayne,
ue display case,
or jack-battery
! volt, 2 Portasas chain jack

25. loess Service

a

FORD-1968 Galaxie 500XL. Not
a spot of rust. Ilke a new car. FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
Real buy...1900.00. Phone 436- foot Vats) and complete chair
caning service. The Olde Shoppe
2368.
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 7538240.
November 6C

4

Atit.•

27. Mobile Home Sales

good condition.
after 5:00 p.m.

ler, like new.
Ideal for lake
just received
!nt of electric
used. See us for
d. New electric
lders, 220 amp.
t Dill Electric.

WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
753
-6130.
TFC

SIGNS PAINTED.Phone 436-2107
36" BOYS bicycle and Kodak
after 5:00 p.m.
VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK
Movie camera and Photo
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
station wagon with new tires.
enlarger. Phone 753-5447 after 5 1973 CHALLENGER 12' x 37' $140.00. Unfurnished
$120.00.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- FURNITURE STRIPPING at SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
p.m
mobile home. Will sell, or take Located at Embassy ApartAntiques, The Barn, 5 miles Electric Complete pump repair
3018.
over payments. Tito bedrooms, ments. Available now. Phone 753West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan service. Let us check your old
4331.
air conditioned, all electric.
November 8C
pump for you before you buy a
CHEVROLET
PICKUP-1952. McDaniel,owner. 753Phone 474-2715.
1968 Honda 450cc. Phone 753-4867. 7499.
November 6C new one. 24 hour emergency
MUSIC LESSONS, band inservice. Phone 753VACANT-NICE large two
struments, piano, guitar,
5543.
(ictober30C
CHEVROLET
IMPALA-1965,
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
MOBILE HOME,10'x50' Contact bedroom apartment in country.
beginner violin. Phone 753283 motor,four door hardtop. One Custom building and remodeling.
Gerald
Boyd
at
Auto
Sholar
$85.00
per
month.
No
dogs.
Phone
1470.
November 8C
owner. Nice and clean. Phone Houses trimmed-formica tops ASPHALT Driveways, and
Repair, phone 753-1751, or after 753-8333 or 753-7671.
753-0380.
work- parking lots sealed, professional
and doors-Quality
5:00
p.m.
phone
489-2481.
ELECTRIC ORGAN...Hanunond
TFC finishing. Estimates freely
753-0790.
manship.
Phone
EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT,
Spinet organ, model M-2, $700.00.
given Phone collect 247air conditioned, carpeted,
Excellent condition. Phone Dr.
1971 FORD Dump truck, 2 speed B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete 2423
November 6P
utilities
partly
furnishd.
10'
x
50'
TWO
Couple
bedroom
used
Harvey Elder 753-6537.
axle, good tires, short wheel basements, foundations, patios,
mobile home. New carpeting all or one adult. No pets. Available
base, Low mileage. Call 436-5582. sidewalks, driveways, retaining CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
UPRIGHT PIANO. Good con- the way through, electric heat now. For appointment phone 753walls, etc. Septic tank in- pushing, fence row, stumps and
3001
and
storm
or
474-2260
after
4:00
p.m.
windows
12450.00.
dition. New ivory. $75.00. Phone
753-7642
BUICK-1967.
Phone
Bitches, etc Phone 753stallations,
437-4734 or 437Phone
753-4469.
753-8358 after 4:30 p.m.
after 6:00 p.m.
/
October 19C
4765.
October23C 9807.
NEW DELUXE two bedroom
apartments, unfurnished, carWILL DO baby-sitting in my
CHEVELLE-1968 SS396, over
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00.
ROY'S LOCKSMI'rH Service, home, ages 3 months to 3
peted, central heat and air, range
450 H.P. Body and motor exyears.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC Experienced. Phone 489-2418.
cellent. Will take motorcycle in
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- TWO BEDROOM trailer, oil or and refrigerator. References
with one
nessee.
electric heat. Water and storage required. Couples or
THREE BEDROOM brick home, trade. $2800.00 invested over last GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
building furnished. $65.00 a child. No pets. Phone 753-7724 or AUCTION SALE, Saturday, central heat and air, four acres. year, asking $1800.00. Phone 753- .seamless gutters, installed per LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
after 5:00 p.m. 753-2409. October 20, 10:00 a.m, at the
gravel. Phone 474BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. month. Phone 489-2513.
31-2 miles east on 94. Phone 753- 9699.
your specifications. Call Larry
Hugh Gingles home in Kirksey,
2713.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
October29C
6648.
753-2310
for
free
Lyles
at
Ky. Will sell a large lot of furPiano Company, across from NEW MOBILE
home, two NEATLY FURNISHED one or niture, appliances, glass, china
estimate.
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. bedroom, all electric
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
carpeted two
Apartment. and antique items. Some items FOUR BEDROOM brick house FALL CLEARANCE sale on all
bedroom
.00 deposit, $125.00 month, Inquire at Kelley Pest Control,
WORK; trucking, 11:*f_ house and furnish shingles
are nice stove and refrigerator, on approximately one acre, three campers in stock at Arrowhead 'BULLDOZER
PIANO
TUNING-repair- ater
bank gravel, fill dirt and for *19.00 a square. Also will do
furnished. Phone 753-2377. located at 100 South 13th Street. 30' home
also
miles
south
of
Murray.
Phone
Camper
Sales
in
Mayfield,
freezer-upright, antique
rebuilding. Prompt. expert serjobs. Phone 753-6569.
Kentucky. Phone 489-2303, 247- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, Patch
bedroom suite and others, odd 753-7620.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben 60' a 12' HOCSE
trailer on
4354-8161,
after 5:00 p.m. TFC
6289 or 2474187 for more inantique tables, dinette suite, old
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. Kentucky Lake on large private
GET READY for fall. Delta
formation or for appointment.
'Phone 753-8911
• TF lot. Electric. heat and air con- DUPLEX APARTMENT, 1405 secretary desk, walnut bureau,
Sigma
Phi will do that yard
CARPETS
PROFESSIONALLY
Stadium View Drive. Competely lots of odd chairs, picture frames,
cleaning or painting for you.
ditioning. Phone 436-2427 after
equipped with appliances. $145.00 quilts and linens, extra large lot YAMAHA 200, electric start, just MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
7:00 p.m.
TFC Phone 767-2126, 767-2211 or 753per month. Phone 753-4981 after of glass, china and collector's like new. 1,400 actual mile., all 1973 recreational vehicles. Master 489-2504.
7798.
Phone
753-9401.
6:00
p.m
items. Lawn and garden tools,
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
TWO
BEDROOM
air
conditioned
lots
of
grab
Trailer,
6
boxes.
sleeper,
self
contained
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
'
, r•-•
For information phone Chester 1970 KAWASAKI 500 road bike. $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6 sleeper,
"DOZER SERVICE D4'cater13th Street. "Every day you mobile home, small court. Clean
surroundings.
One
person
$60.00
& Miller Auction Service, 435- Excellent condition. Owner needs Chevrolet chassis, self contained ,,,,,BER_Loptit; on Tann....r.
PbPne 753-98e- October
delay lets bugs have their way."
month, two people, $70.00 month. FOUR ROOM house with two car 4042. "It Pays To Sell The money, must sell. $550.00 firm. $7,836. These are jag tiVo of the
Lakeway Court, phone 753-8216 garage and yard. Stove, Chester-Miller Way."
many units that must go. No Tucky Lake, Route 1,,Springville,'
Phone 753-6051.
FOR THE best in pest control
after 5:00 p.m.
trade
ins at these low,low prices. Tennessee, will build complete
conditioner
and
air
refrigerator
service and termite control call
starting at onl
heat.
Sale
electric
starts
Friday September 28. :fireplaces,
or
furnished.
Gas
LEGGERO-Harley
6 5cc
Superior Exterminating Com- NEW MOBILE home, two
$695.00. Selection of stones FREE FIREWOOD, cut your
Open
AUCTION
7
stove
and
SALE,
Saturday,
days
a
house,
week
room
through
motorcycle, 1971. Phone 753-8530
pany, 753-7266.
TFC! bedrooms. all electric, carpeted. Five
available. Satisfaction own, all you want. Phone Benton
October.
refrigerator furnished. Gas heat. October 20, 10:00 a.m. rain or or see at 503 South 7th.
$50.00 deposit. $125.00 month.
354-8628 Hwy. 88 near Jonathan
Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- guaranteed. Phone 901-593Two acres of privacy. Newly shine, 5 miles east of Murray at
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377
WC Creek.
vice "Your complete RV 3634.
redecorated. $85.00 per month the Luther Geurin farm. Turn
1970 -HONDA 175cc street. bike.
or 753-8921.
Headquarters" Hwy 62 east
each. Located in New Concord. right at second blacktop at sign
Phone 753-8558 after 6:00 p.m.
on Highway 94 east.
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
Phone
436-2374.
ALUMINUM
365-5082.
Mr. Geurin sold farm, will sell
October29C
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
SIDING
Estates Mobile Home Parks. TWO BEDROOM furnished 1953 Ford Ferguson tractor, MX-80 YAMAHA, 6200.00. 1973
TRAILER-1968
Small parks. Superior ac- cottage at Panorama Shores. plow, disc, mowing machine, model in good condition. Phone CAMPING
Mainter
-iance Free - No
cultipacker, good rubber tire 436-5870 after 8:30 p.m. Shasta 15' Lo-Flyte. Phone 763commodations. Residential area. Phone 436-5513
8530 or see at 503 South 7th. More Painting
wagon with bed and harrow
South 16th Street, 753-3855.
We cover all wood. It will
equipment. Sheltered when not in 1972 YAMAHA 250, excellent
cut 30 per-cent off your'
12' x 60' TRAILER, three miles THREE BEDROOM brick house. use. In best condition. John Deere condition. Take over payments
beat bill.
- •
from Murray, $110.00 per month. $145.00 per month. Couples only. steel tire wagon, compete with $42.00 monthly. 1962 Chevrolet
ELECTRICIAN:
Water furnished. Phone 753-782'7. Five miles west on 94. Phone 753- brakes, other horse drawn tools, transmission and motor, 6100.00. LICENSED
Call for Free Estimates
Having trouble getting those odd
harness,
collars,
8
hole
hog
Phone
489-2560
7579 or see James Dobson,"
8984886
jobs done? Free estimate.No.joii
feeder, cattle chute on wheels,
_ Apartment 3, 1608 West Main.
to small. Phone 753platform and beam scales split
0605.
VERY NICE two bedroom house and sawed posts, rolls of wire,
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any CLEAN UP shop, near Midway. for rent. Older couple desired. No wide side boards for 1963 Ford
1970 BUICK Electra, 225 all
car, discount to dealers. Atomic Phone 753-5311.
Concrete
blocks,
pets.
Phone
492-8355. pickup.
power,
clean, Good condition. FOR ALL tour additions
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray
wrenches, chains, metal ice box
residential or-,remodling
Call 753-2380.
753-8572.
November 5C
and
tongs,
220
heater,
muffin
and
THREE BEDROOM house,
commercial. New or old. Free
unfurnished, 1108 Elm Street. flat irons, tea, dinner and wash
estimates. Call 753-61M.
TFC
FALL FENCE sale, now through
kettles, oil lamp and lanterns, 2 FORD-1967 pltkup truck..
for corn Phone 436-2326.
land
acres
of
300
TO
200
Excellent condition. Priced to
November 26. For free estimate
straight
dated,
and
other
razors,
Preferably on north and
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- or beans.
old cans, bottles, grinders, kit- sell. Phone 753-6722 or 753-6575. CERAMIC TILE repair work.
of Murray. Phone 492- THREE BEDROOM house,
side
west
Repair or remodeling, also
2310.
chen
cabinet, dresser base, good,
carpeted,
gas
floor
furnace,
8613 after 5:00 p.m.
utility with hook-up for washer Speed Queen washer, large steel DATSUN 1200-1972. Good shower doors and tub enclosures.
November 10C
and dryer. $125.00 month. Deposit castrating clamps, one burner oil condition. Runs great. $1450.00. Call 474-2263.
Your Sweetheart, Wife
required. Phone 753-2835, after stove, corn sheller, 2 to 10 Phone 753-9992 after 5:00 p.m
or Friend Eats for
gallon churns and jars, jugs, steel
5:00 753-2376.
SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS. Baked
and wood barrels, five gallon CORVAIR-1963. Can be seen
HALF PRICE after 5 p.m.
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
Shop.
Welding
cans and many small hand tools. behind Five Points
"There's a lot o good food at the
years. For free detailed estimate
Eats available. Not responsible
4*
Triangle Inn "
Good motor and phone Atkins Gutter Service,
DODGE-1960.
Douglas
accidents.
FURNISHED SI.PEPING room for
transmission, two snow tires Murray, 7534407 or 753-8992.
with bath and refrigerator, Shoemaker in charge of sale,
included,
$50.00. Phone 753-4773
private entrance. Also adjustable phone 753-3375, Murray.
1710 Keenland Drive. JERRY'S REFINISHING &
see
at
or
IF'
Murray.
This
150 ACRES-located about 9 miles southeast of
dress form for sale Phone 753Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
would make an excellent cattle farm or has some tillable
1394
PONTIAC CATLINA-1968 with South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
ground. It is partially fenced and priced right so you can
power and air, $425.00. 1930 Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492the
low
out
fence the remainder. Call today and check
TFC
BEAUTIFUL,
WOODED
Model-A Ford, $1,000.00. Phone 8837.
price on this one.
building site overlooking golf 753-5429 after 4:00 p.m.
3 BEDROOM house, unfurnished. course 150 x 250, reasonable
QUIET OF THE COUNTRY-with this fine 2 bedroom frame
TIMBER'-L0bGE of Tenn$75.00 per month. In Coldwater. Phone 753-0509.
home, located about 4 miles from town; excellent for
Yucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
For information phone 489-2637.
newlyweds or retiring couple. Home is about 6 years old
VOLKSWAGEN BUG-1967. New Tennessee will do your stone
and in good condition. Priced at $6,800.
paint, new motor. Phone 753-6860 work. Large selections of stone.
after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 901-593-3534.
TRP
SMALL HOG OR CATTLE FARM-5 acres and extra nice
WIDE
LOTS
on
U.S.
of
641,
south
brick home off 94 west, about 6 miles from town; has good
GOLDEN WHEAT straw, large Murray, for your new home
or TOYOTA-1968 Corona deluxe, JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
stock barn and farrowing shed.. This all brick 3 bedroom
bales. Phone 492,8310.
four door, automatic tran- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
mobile
home.
Call
owner
752
built-in
all
and
home has a large shady yard, fireplace
smission. Phone 436-2427 after carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
0774.
023C
appliances, nice drapes. Call now to see this one.
TFC
7:00 p.m.
753-7625 nights.
older
good
this
buys
$4,000
ly
E
A LOT
AKC REGISTERED beagle
s a bath, electric wall heat,
e
Ira
puppies, $25.00 each. Phone 753I
1111
KENIANA
SHORES-Large
9773.
wooded lots for $25 down & $25
miles
north
of
SMALL ACREAGE-11 acres located about 6
per month-All utilities including
ARC REGISTERED miniature
Murray. Excellent building site with view of reservoir.
weather
schnauzer, male, 8 months old. water-Lake access-All
Property is fenced with 485' of highway frontage.
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436We still have a limited number of openings for students,
Phone 753-1748.
October 27(
2473.
ages 2/
1
2 to school age.
HOME AND SHOP-Located in Hazel and is ideal for the
n 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,5 days a week ( Monday thru Friday)
budget minded. Offers a 3 bedroom frame home and a new
Breakfast-Hot Lunches-Afternoon Snack
28 x 40 clean-up shop. Priced at only $1_1,000.
Planned Learning Programs
AUCTION
SALE,
Saturday,
10:00
THREE BEDROOM house, two
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME-Located west of Murray and
a.m. at the Mrs. Jim Manning baths, fireplace, ki basement, on
quality built throughout. Has large attractive kitchen,
Home, two houses north of the 60'x450' lot. Phone 753-2588.
living room, large den, beautiful bath with vanity; take a
school in Puryear, Term. Mrs.
%%%%%%%%%%%•S.• • •
look at this one, it's just like new.
Manning has become disabled to
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
house,
HOME PHONES:
keep house and will sell a house of
living room, dining room, den,
Keith Moffitt
furniture, appliances and antique
kitchen with built-ins, 11
/
2 baths,
items.
Some
items
are-stove,
753-5068
50' x 80' Metal Building on lot 80' x 169'. 12' x- 20'
utility, paneled garage, patio,
refrigerator, odd beds and quilts,
Robert YOunp
_office. I
unfinished. 3
finished.
privete,
yardi, gent-al air
ilving.room suite, end arid coffee
753-2664
overhead doors. ample Parking. Perfect for most
and heat. 810 South 9th Strei.A.
tables, wardrobes and dressers,
Phone 763-1856.
any buisness. Just a few feet from 4th Street.
odd pie safe, coffee and end
Multiple
Street
being paved now. Possession 90 days.
tables,
dinette
uite,
add
chairs
Listing Service
and tables, glass, china and TWO BEDROOM house on lot in
cooking utensils. Also hand tools Kirksey with outbuilding Phone
489-2544.
and grab boxes,

22. Musical

1\

11).:
!titircirsvii.134
v,•$, ‘,. 1‘:17

105 South 14th.
er 20, 8:30 am.
Saturday. (Five
ehold goods and

"AND -1-1-0 GOES WIZ THE JUSTICE
1,1
,
ARTME NT, Too.

iewing machine;
'ojector; set of
hildrens Books;
)0 lb. L.P. gas
ing, ladies, size
I childrens 10-12.

29, Mobile Home_Rentals

ven cook stove,
tone. Excellent
loyal typewriter,
anual. Excellent
-1662 from 8:30
or 435-3152 after

E, Saturday,
)0-12:00 noon.
from Murray,
left past Shady
art. Typewriter,
)Id and many

41. Public Sales

46. Homes For Sale

•

PEDIAS; boy's
s 12 to 20; two
ies. Phone 753-

ES,8' to 25' and
posts. Murray
ny, 104 Maple

- RADIATOR SHOP COMPLETE

RADIATOR and
HEATER SERVICE

MIN

furniture, good
on for selling,
cane. Phone 753een at 403 South

AUTOMOTIVE and TRUCK

ShoWs Auto Repair-

layer and stereo
for Christmas
'-211, Regular
$16.88. Model
14.95-sale price
V-936, Regular
e $44.88. Model
59.95-sale price
r-361, Regular'
$59.88. Roby
y 68, Benton,
November2C

30.Business Rentals

49. Used Cars & Trucks

209 So. 7th Street
Phone 753-1751
_"Bring Your Radiator B "

4

•* GARAGE SALE

31.want To Rent

:
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
*
. Saturday, Octobor 20, 1973
*
*
*

lERATOR and
ch. Phone 753

GERATOR and
1.00 each. See at
8 West Main.

33. Rooms For Rent

COVE, cheap.

36. For Rent Or Lease

.7ouch and chair;
airs. Phone 753.m.

LIVING room
e. In good con1-2447.

37. Livestock Suppres

44. Lots For Sale

-

'ASHER, Speed
minor repair.
fter 5:00 p.m.

38. Pets -Supplies

U.Lots For Sale

UNIVERSITY DAY CARE CENTER

ibine in good
489-2161.

- Across From MSU Library Days-753-6199 Nights-4478

bushhog, 1965
plows. Phone
ir 527-7633.

41. Public Sales

46. Homes For Sale

Mrs. lack (Milly) Ward, Operator

)R 9-N. Plow,
r, mower. Sell
rate. Phone 901-

By Owner

restrooni

Amor..

304 Main
Phone 753-3597

m 5

:
*
*

*
' 8:00 a.m.-12:00 Noon
*
*
Group One of the First Christian Church will hold:
a Garage Sale of Household Items in the garage :
*
of Walter Apperson, 1511 Chaucer Dr.
*
*
*
CLOTHING, DISHES, ETC. ,
*
*
EVERYONE IS INVITED!!
*
*
Mrs. Clegg Austin is in charge of Sale.

*.********************************-t.

43. Real Estate

couch, $60.00.

54', 50 pound
eap. Phone 492-

Another View

STARCRAFT BOAT and trailer, A BUSINESS without a sign is a
1964 model with 1964 28 H.P. sign of no business. Hanna Sign APARTMENTS-ONE and two
Johnson motor. $250.00 Ulm. Company,753-8346.
TFC bedrooms. Also two bedroom
Phone 753-6051,
trailers. Inquire at 506 Pine
Street.

RAILER, heavy
L bed, dual Axle,
0. Call 436-5582.

10 speed, 10
at-riew. Phone
I,
753-4878.

it With A Classified Ad

Call

Cal( 753-4857 Or 753-7244
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Twelve Members of Mt. Hebron To Mideast.
Be Honored at Homecoming Sunday
Twelve long time members of
the Mt. Hebron United
Methodist Church will be
presented "certificates of
the
at
appreciation"
homecoming services to be held
on Sunday, October 21, at the
near
located
church,
P.
Lawrence
Final rites for
Backusburg on Highway 464
Foster are being held today at
Kirksey-Mayfield Road).
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Rev. Glen Puckett, pastor of
Funeral
Blalock -Coleman
Home with Rev. Charles the church, will present the
certificates to the following:
Sinunons officiating.
Mrs. Bertha Doores, 79 years;
are
pallbearers
Serving as
Sylvan Reynolds, Darrell A.B. (Jack) Smith, 73 years;
Harris, Charles Harris, Frank Claude Smith, 71 years; Newell
Harris, Ernie Foster, and Tony Doores,60 years; Mrs. Ila Hurt,
Stankus. Burial will be in the 60 years; Mrs. Noble Fuqua, 59
years; Mrs. Mary Hendricks, 56
Murray City Cemetery.
years; Wade Smith, 51 years;
died
62,
age
Mr. Foster,
Monday at three p.m. He was a Mrs. Newell Doores, 51 years;
resident of Murray Route 'Three Mrs. Eccles Billington, 51
and is survived by his wife, four years, Eccles Billington, 51
daughters, two sons, one sister, years; Udell Smith, 50 years.
Rev. R.F. Blankenship of
five brothers, and ten grandLexington, Tenn., retired
children.
minister, who served as pastor
of the Coldwater Charge in
Luncheon And Bridge
Calloway County from 1941-46,
will speak at the morning
Planned, Club Women
services at eleven a.m. Sunday
School will be held at ten a.m.
The women of the Murray
Mrs. Van R. Burnett will give
Country Club will have their a history of the church which
ladies day luncheon on Wed- has served the community for
nesday, October 24, at 12 noon over fifty years at the present
with Mrs. Elwood Brown, phone site.
7534749, as chairman of the
A basket lunch will be served
hostesses.
at noon followed by a gospel
Reservations should be made singing at two p.m. Featured
by Monday noon by calling Mrs. singers will be the Happy
Brown or one of the following: Gospel Sounds from Mayfield,
Mesdames Robert F. Hibbard, Gabriel's Trumpeteers from
Jack Persall, W.L. Polly, Edgar
Howe, Charles T. Robertson,
Thomas Rushing, Maurice H.
Ryan, W. Hunt Smock, Richard
Stout, and C.H. Hulae.
Bridge will be played at nine
a.m. with Mrs. Fred Wells and Federal State Market News
Mrs. Graves Morris as Service October 18, 1673
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
hostesses.
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 634 Est. BOO
Barrows and Gilts 50 cents
lower Sows $1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 43.25-43.50
Group I of the Christian US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 42.75-43.25
Women's Fellowship of the US 2-4 240-280 lbs., 42.25-42.75
First Christian Church will
US 3-4 260-280 the., 41.75-42.25
have a garage sale at Walter Sows
Apperson's garage, 1511 US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 36.50-37.50
Chaucer Drive, on Saturday, US 1-3 350-850 lbs., 36.00-38.50
October 20,from eight a.m. to 12 US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-36.00
noon.
Boars 30.00-3150
Included in the sale will be
household items, clothing,
dishes, etc. Mrs. Clegg Austin
will be in dui* of the sale.

Final Rites Today
For L P. Foster

Mayfield, Melody Notes from
Murray, Jimmy and Linda
Wilson from Coldwater, and
Mrs. Boyd Norsworthy and
Mrs. Jewell McCallon from
Kirksey.
The pastor, Rev. Puckett, and
the church invite all members,
former members, and the
public to attend the special
services on Sunday

Calloway Post Of
VFW Plans Meet
Calloway County Post No.
5638 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, United States, will
meet at the Triangle Inn on
Saturday, October 20, at one
p.m., according to Gerald
Kimbro, commander of the
Post.
Free doughnuts and coffee
will be served, Kimbro said.
Eligible veterans are invited to
attend.
During this year the 1,800,000
VFW
the
of
members
organization will begin the 75th
anniversary observance of the
founding of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars organization.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Church Group To
Hold Garage Sale

A special stamp in commemoration of this event will be
issued early in 1874. The stamp
will salute veterans of the
Spanish-American and all other
foreign wars of the United
States since 1896.
The VFW of the U. S. was
created in 1913-14 when three
organizations combined their
efforts. They were the
American Veterans of Foreign
Service, organized in Columbus, Ohio; the Colorado Society
of the Army of the Philippines,
formed in Denver, Colo.; and
the American Veterans of
Foreign Service, formed in
Altoona, Pa.

National Roundup

LAKELAND, Fla. (AP) —
Eighteen persons in four cities
fell W after sampliqg wage
juice offered by a 111116161 who
said she was dabs a market
survey. Police say the juice offered to shoppers in the central
Florida area may have been
with hallucinogenic
spiked
drugs. Many complained of hallucinations and all said they
felt drunk with no sense of
coordination. Two are in poor
condition. Victims said an attractive woman in her late 20s
asked them to sample two
kinds of orange juice. "So far
as we know everybody who
drank the stuff has gotten
sick," a Lakeland detective
said

Part-Tirne
PX-10 EIL

"
t200
Local man, good credit
ambitious
Write:

N.H.S.A.
Box 659
Owensboro, Ky.

nnouncing
a
REVIVAL
First United
Methodist Church
Murray, Kentucky

Dr. J. Harold Beaty, Speaker
October

21 -25th

7:30 P.M.

Each Evening
r

_

• •••

••••••
•

.•

All Are Welcome!

• !Continued from Page 1)
crucial Sinai battle Wednesday declared," We are now calling
along the Suez Canal. Egypt the tune." But he added: "This
said the Israelis "suffered is not Israel's major offensive."
The Egyptian command said
heavy losses In tanks and are
continuing
was
fighting
MOfed cars."
"In the next day or so, we Wednesday night in the central
should be able to tell if this is sector of the Sinai front, but
the decisive battle," said an neither side reported any
American official in Washing- change in the battle lines two
and a half to 10 miles east of
ton.
"It looks as if it will come to the Suez Canal.
It was the second day on
a head soon," said Maj. Gen.
Haim Herzog, former Israeli which the Israelis had claimed
army intelligence chief and destruction of a large Arab
now top war commentator for tank force. On Tuesday they reportd knocking out 106 Syrian
the Israeli state radio.
The Israeli drive into Syria and Iraqi tanks, while Syria
remained bogged down about 21 that day 'Claimed its forces demiles from Damascus and the stroyed 80 Israeli tanks.
Elazar said Israeli forces
Syrians claimed they knocked
out seven Israeli tanks just were "initiating the attacks on
after dawn "when our forces both sides" of the canal. An Isreplied an enemy attack on one raeli spokesman said the commando task force that crossed
of our forward positions."
The Middle East war also en- the canal Tuesday was still in
tered finance with an announce- Egypt, continuing to sabotage
ment by Arab oil countries in missiles and artillery. But an
Kuwait on Wednesday that they Egyptian general said the force
will cut their production by 5 had been destroyed.
Israel said its air force bombper cent a month and increase
the cut by 5 per cent a month ed military installations near
as long as Israel holds onto Port Said, the Egyptian city at
Arab lands seized in the 1967 the northern end of the canal,
and antiaircraft missile batArab-Israeli war.
Their hope is that their West teries. It said 10 Egyptian
European and Japanese cus- planes were shot down. Egypt
tomers — who will feel the claimed that its air force shot
squeeze first and hardest — down four Israeli planes in one
will pressure the United States dogfight while ground fire
into ending its shipments of downed 12 Israeli planes and
five helicopters. It admitted the
war supplies to Israel.
There was intense diplomatic loss of one plane.
An AP correspondent on the
activity in Washington, the
United Nations and other capi- Syrian front said Arab artillery
tals aimed at ending- the fight- was continuing to blast away at
ing. But no sign of progress Israeli columns bogged down
on the road to Damascus. Elawas apparent.
Israel said its forces fought zar, however, said "everything
all day Wednesday in Sinai to is fine" in the northern theater
"contain Egyptian counter- of war.
A Syrian communique said
attacks." Maj. Gen. Haim Herzog, the state radio's military that "on the northern front, our
commentator, said it was the armored forces and artillery
"biggest armored clash in Is- foiled an enemy attack on two
raeli military history."
of our forward positions and
Chief of Staff David Elazar forcedlhe ebony to retreat."

Representatives of the three
groups met in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
during 1913-14 and merged to
become the VFW of the U. S.
The VFW was chartered by
Congress in 1936.

I

MIAMI BEACH, Fla.(AP) —
The AFL-CIO's biennial convention opens today with union
chieftain George Meany indicating an organized labor
campaign will be mounted to
elect a veto-proof congress in
1974. Meany said labor would
use "everything we have got in
the political field next year to
see if we can't get enough votes
in the House of Representatives
to
presidential
override
vetoes." President Nixon has
recently vetoed several laborbacked measures, including the
minimum wage bill and emergency medical services legislation.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (API
— A settlement totaling more
than $36 million has been
agreed to by five drug companies and the six states that
accused them in an antitrust
suit of conspiring ts fix prices.
In 1968, all 50 states sued the
drug firms, charging there was
a price conspiracy on the sale
of tetracycline, an antibiotic
The other states, as well as a
number of cities, settled for a
total of $100 million in 1969. But
California, Hawaii, Utah, Kansas, Washington and Oregon
held out for more money. The
drug firma aq American
Cyanamid Co., Bristol-Myers
Co., Upjohn Co., Squibb BeechNut Co. and Pfizer Inc. A federal court here has final say on
agreement
announced
the
Wednesday.
DETROIT(AP) — A General
Motors official has defended
the auto maker's catalytic converters, a proposed antipollution system. Robert Sempel
said Wednesday researchers
critical of sulfate and sulfuric
acid emissions from the devices
have been using devices more
primitive than the unit GM has
developed. A government report says sulfate emissions
from the devices may pose
health problems in areas of
traffic congestion. Converters
resemble a migler and use
'platiniuoto dime tails's)
monoxides and hydrocarbons
into harmless carbon dioxide
and water vapOr '"We don't
have any reservations about
our system," Sernpel said
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President Gets Favorable
Decision In Tape Squabble
By DONALD M. ROMBERG.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon had his first favorable decision toda; in his legal
battle to withhold the White
House tapes from the Senate
Watergate committee and the
special Waterkate prosecutor.
U.S. Distria Court Judge
John J. Sirica threw out
Wednesday the Senate committee's request for a civil
judgment affirming its right to
demand the tapes from the
President.
In his ruling, Sirica said the
committee had failed to obtain
authorization for suing the
President. He said he was not
making any judgment on the legal merits of the committee's
case.
A committee spokesman said
the decision probably would be
appealed.
But Nixon still faces the formidable challenge of special
prosecutor Archibald Cox's effort to obtain nine presidential
tapes for the federal grand jury
investigation of the Watergate
break-in and cover-up.
In that case, Skim ordered
the President to give him the
nine tapes Cox had subpoenaed.
The judge said that only if he
listened to the tapes could he
determine if the President had
a valid claim for keeping them
secret.
Last Friday, the U.S. Court
of Appeals upheld Sirica's rulingThe President has until Friday to take his appeal to the
Supreme Court, a move he is
regarded as virtually certain to
make.
The committee subpoenaed
five tapes last July 23, the
same day Cox subpoenaed nine.
Three days later the President
notified both parties that he

would not comply with their
subpoenas.
The President has contended
that because the three branches
of government are coequal and
independent under the Constitution, neither a congressional committee nor a judge could
force him to obey an order.
Cox had argued that in the
case of evidence of criminal activity, no man, not even a president, has a right to withhold it
from a grand jury.

Kim Pennington Is
Accepted, Program
Boston University

Chapman said that the Lexington papers transaction involved excess cash and investments that will reduce the
effective cost of the purchase to
Knight to about $34 million.

Kim E. Pennington, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Pennington of Murray Route Three,
now professor of music at
Cumberland College, Lebanon,
Tenn., has been accepted into
the doctoral program in music
at Boston University, Boston,
Mass.
The announcement was made
by the Division of Music of the
School of Fine and Applied Arts
at Boston University following
the entrance audition in piano
by Pennington. Work toward
the degree, Doctor of Musical
Arts in Piano, will begin in May
1974.
Pennington, in his first year
as a full-time faculty member of
Cumberland College, is an
instructor of private Mano and
freshman-sophomore music
theory and aural skills In
addition to teaching duties, he
maintains a busy performing
career in solo piano and as
vocal accompanist for many
singers.
After finishing requirements
for the Bachelor of Music
degree at Murray State
University in 1970, Pennington
received the Master of Music
degree in piano and music
from
literature
Indiana
University in 1977. He has
completed thirty-three credit
hours above his master's
degree, and will transfer a
portion of this number to Boston
University.

INSECTICIDE DEATHS
While some estimates set
the death toll as high as 103, a
report < froni Ankara states
that at least 56 people, most of
them children, have died in
Eastern Turkey from vegetables sprayed with insecticides. — CNS

COSTUME PARTY
Members of the Oaks Country
Club will have a Halloween
party in Saturday, October 20,
at seven p.m. Persons attending
are asked to come in costume. A
potluck supper will be at six
p.m. and a scramblette golf will
be at three p.m

Lexington Papers
Sell For $37 Million
BOSTON (AP) — Knight
Newspapers, Inc., says it is
paying $37 million for the Lexington Herald and the Lexington Leader.
The price was disclosed
Wednesday by Alvah H. Chapman, Jr., president of the newspaper chain, in a statement prior to a meeting with security
analysts.
Chapman said Knight will
pay $10 million down and the
remainder over a 10-year period at interest rates ranging
from 5.5 per cent to 6 per cent.

Because it's more than.an ordinary mattress...

SEALY POSTUREPEDIC FIRMNESS
GOES ON AND ON ANIION MON
It's a Unique Back Support System:

Eel
A mattress is a long term
investment.It pays to buy the best!
Ordmary firm mattresses can lose their firmness over the
ye.irs With Posturepedic, the support that's built-in stays
in! Designed in cooperation with leading orthopedic sur-

geons for comfortably firm support. "No morning backache
from sleeping On a too-soft mattress.- Choose your personalized comfort: Extra Firm or Gently Firm. Either way, the
very best Coils just pennies a night!
SWiN SIZE
3%76"

$9995
EACH PIECE

FULL SIZE
54x75$10995
EACH PIECE

QUEEN SIZE
60)(80"

KING SIZE
76x80"

$27995 $39995
2 PIECE SET

3-PIECE -SE T

THURMAN:FURNITURE
208 E. Main St.

Open Fri. Nights 314- Free Delivery

4111mmin

